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Foreword

The United States Strategic Bombing Survey

was established by the Secretary of War on 3 No-

vember 1944, pursuant to a directive from the late

President Koosevelt. It was established for the

purpose of conducting an impartial and expert

study of the effects of our aerial attack on Ger-

many, to be used in connection with air attacks

on Japan and to establish a basis for evaluating

air power as an instrument of military strategy,

for planning the future development of the United
States armed forces, and for determining future

economic policies with respect to the national

defense. A summary report and some 200 sup-

porting reports containing the findings of the Sur-
vey in Germany have been published. On 15 Aug-
ust 1945, President Truman requested the Survey
to conduct a similar study of the effects of all types
of air attack in the war against Japan.
The officials of the Survey in Japan, who are all

civilians, were:

Franklin D'Olier, Chairman.
Paul H. Nitze,

Henry C. Alexander, Vice Chairmen.
Harry L. Bowman,
J. Kenneth Galbraith,

Kensis Likert,

Frank A. McNamee, Jr.,

Fred Searls, Jr.,

Monroe E. Spaght,

Dr. Louis R. Thompson,
Theodore P. "Wright, Directors.

Walter Wilds, Secretary.

The Survey's complement provided for 300
civilians, 350 officers, and 500 enlisted men. Sixty
percent of the military segment of the organiza-
tion for the Japanese study was drawn from the

Army, and 40 percent from the Navy. Both the

Army and the Navy gave the Survey all possible

assistance in the form of men, supplies, transport,

and information. The Survey operated from
headquarters in Tokyo, with subheadquarters

in Nagoya, Osaka, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki, and
with mobile teams operating in other parts of

Japan, the islands of the Pacific, and the Asiatic

mainland.

The Survey secured the principal surviving

Japanese records and interrogated top Army and
Navy officers. Government officials, industrialists,

political leaders, and many hundreds of their sub-

ordinates throughout Japan. It was thus possible

to reconstruct much of wartime Japanese military

planning and execution, engagement by engage-

ment and campaign by campaign, and to secure

reasonably accurate data on Japan's economy and
war production, plant by plant, and industry by
industry. In addition, studies were made of

Japan's over-all strategic plans and the back-

ground of her entry into the war, the internal dis-

cussions and negotiations leading to her accept-

ance of unconditional surrender, the course of

health and morale among the civilian population,

the effectiveness of the Japanese civilian defense

organization and the effects of the atomic bomb.
Separate reports will be issued covering each

phase of the study.

In this Summary Eeport the civilian officials

and directors of the Survey have not undertaken
to write a history of the Pacific war, nor to appor-

tion credit for victory among the various com-
ponent Allied forces. They have undertaken, as

civilians, to present an analysis of the factual ma-
terial gathered by the Survey and their general

appraisal thereof as to the future.

(HI)





UNITED STATES STRATEGIC BOMBING SURVEY
SUMMARY REPORT

The attack on Pearl Harbor was designed

around surprise, the range of carrier task forces,

and the power of aircraft to sink surface vessels.

It was executed with the loss of 29 Japanese pilots.

Two days later, the Japanese found the British

battleship, Prince of Wales, and the battle cruiser,

Repulse, without air cover off Malaya and sent

them to the bottom with the loss of 4 Japanese

Navy niedium bombers. Allied air power in the

Philippines, Malaya, and the Dutch East Indies

was virtually eliminated, mostly on the ground,

in a matter of days. Those enormous areas, once

local Allied air power had been eliminated, were

laid open to occupation in a matter of weeks, at

a cost of less than 15,000 Japanese soldiers killed,

and with the loss from all causes in the entire cam-

paign of 381 Japanese planes.

As these achievements indicate, the Japanese

started the war aware of the fact that major of-

fensive action cannot be undertaken without local

control of the air. They also appreciated the

vulnerability to air attack of surface objectives,

both on land and at sea. The Japanese failed,

however, to appreciate the full scope and com-

plexity of the requirements for continuing control

of the air. The Japanese aircraft production pro-

gram at the start of the war was inadequate, as

the Japanese subsequently discovered, not only

in relation to that of the United States, but even in

relation to the capabilities of their own economy.

Their planning and execution with respect to train-

ing, maintenance, logistics, technical development,

intelligence and full coordination with their land

and surface forces, were limited in relation to the

requirements that subsequently developed. Ja-

pan's war plans did not contemplate, nor were its

capabilities such that it could have contemplated,

interference with the sustaining resources of

United States air power.

December 7, 1941, found the United States and

its Allies provocatively weak in the Pacific, par-

ticularly in land and carrier-based air power. The
Allied air groups actually in the Pacific were not

only few in number but, in large measure, techni-

cally inferior to those of the Japanese. The Japa-

nese strength had been underestimated. Ninety

P-^Os and 35 B-17s in the Philippines could not

be expected to check the Japanese push southward.

Three of our seven aircraft carriers were in the

Atlantic and one training in the Gulf of Mexico.

Even at that time, however, we had begun to see,

more clearly than the Japanese, the full scope of

the basic requirements for air power. Our pro-

grams for training, production, maintenance, lo-

gistics, and intelligence were limited, not so much
by a lack of concept as by the time required for

their development and fulfillment.

How the original Japanese advance was stopped,

how we achieved air superiority, at first locally,

but subsequently more and more generally, and

over areas deep within the one-time Japanese dom-

inated areas, culminating finally in air supremacy

over the Japanese home islands themselves, and

how that air superiority was exploited, is the story

of air power in the Pacific war and the subject mat-

ter of this Summary Report. The role of air

power cannot be considered separately, however,

from the roles of ground and naval forces nor

from the broad plans and strategy under which

the war was conducted.

JAPAN'S ORIGINAL STRATEGIC PLAN

Japan's governmental structure provided no

effective civilian control of her Army and Navy.

In the years between the 1931 invasion of Man-
churia and the 1941 attack upon Pearl Harbor,

the military cliques of Japan exerted a progres-

sively tighter control over the foreign and do-

mestic affairs of the nation. These cliques in-

cluded groups within both the Army and Navy,

but because of the repeated military successes of

the Japanese Army in Manchuria and China and

the prestige so acquired, and because of the more

ambitious and aggressive nature of the Japanese

Army leaders, the political position of the Army
was ascendant to that of the Navy. The final de-

cision to enter the war and to advance into the

Philippines, the Dutch East Indies, Malaya, Bur-

ma and to the southeast was, however, made with

the full concurrence and active consent of all im-

portant Japanese Army and Navy leaders and of

almost all her important civilian leaders.

(1)



This decision to whicli the Japanese were, in

effect, committed by mid-October 1941 was based

upon the following evaluation

:

a. The threat of Russia on the Manchurian flank

had been neutralized by the decisive victories of

Germany in Europe which might eventually lead

to the complete collapse of the Soviet Union.

h. Great Britain was in such an irretrievably

defensive position that, even if she survived, her

entire war-making potential would be spent in a

desperate effort to protect her home islands.

c. The forces which the United States and her

Allies could immediately deploy in the Pacific,

particularly in the air, were insufficient to prevent

the fully trained and mobilized forces of Japan

from occupying within three or four months the

entire area enclosed within a perimeter consisting

of Burma, Sumatra, Java, northern New Guinea,

the Bismarck Archipelago, the Gilbert and Mar-

shall Islands, Wake, and from there north to the

Kuriles.

d. China, with the Burma Eoad severed, would

be isolated and forced to negotiate.

e. The United States, committed to aiding Great

Britain, and weakened by the attack on Pearl

Harbor, would be unable to mobilize sufficient

strength to go on the offensive for 18 months to

2 years. During this time, the perimeter could be

fortified and the required forward air fields and

bases established. So strengthened, this perimeter

would be backed by a mobile carrier striking force

based on Truk.

/. While the stubborn defense of the captured

perimeter was undermining American determina-

tion to support the war, the Japanese would speed-

ily extract bauxite, oil, rubber and metals from
Malaya, Burma, the Philippines and the Dutch
East Indies, and ship these materials to Japan for

processing, to sustain and strengthen her indus-

trial and military machine.

g. The weakness of the United States as a de-

mocracy would make it impossible for her to con-

tinue all-out offensive action in the face of the

losses which would be imposed by fanatically re-

sisting Japanese soldiers, sailors and airmen, and
the elimination of its Allies. The United States in

consequence would compromise and allow Japan
to retain a substantial portion of her initial terri-

torial gains.

Certain civilian and naval groups were familiar

with the United States, its industrial and tech-

nological potential, and probable fighting deter-

mination when aroused. They expressed doubts

about a strategy which promised no conclusion to

the war other than negotiation, and which thus

might drag out interminably with consequent risk

of defeat. The Navy, however, was gravely con-

cerned about its declining oil supply after the

United States and the British economic embargo

of July 1941. Such civilians as were reluctant

were overruled and went along with the more
dynamic opinion.

None of the responsible Japanese leaders be-

lieved that within any foreseeable period of time

Japan could invade the United States and dictate

peace in the White House. Admiral Yamamoto's

supposed boast that Japan would do so was in fact

never made. These leaders furthermore felt that

Japan's limited shipping would be strained to the

utmost in providing logistic support for the plan

adopted and would be wholly inadequate for any

more ambitious program, unless the initial opera-

tions went unexpectedly well.

EXECUTION OF THE JAPANESE PLAN

In accordance with the above plan, the Japanese

Army was given primary responsibility for con-

quering Malaya, Sumatra and Burma and, be-

cause of the limited range of its planes, for fur-

nishing initial air support in northern Luzon only

above 16° north latitude. The Japanese Navy was

assigned primary responsibility, in addition to the

attack on Pearl Harbor, for initially launching

operations in the Philippines, Borneo, Celebes,

Java, northern New Guinea, the Bismarck

Archipelago and out to the Gilbert Islands and

Wake. The Army was to assume control in the

Philippines as soon as the landing forces were

established ashore. On 7 December 1941 the Japa-

nese Army and Navy air forces were accordingly

disposed as follows:

Unit
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and deny the United States all major staging areas

more advanced than Pearl Harbor.

By stretching and overextending her line of

advance, Japan was committed to an expensive and
exacting supply problem, she delayed the fortifica-

tion of the perimeter originally decided upon,

jeopardized her economic program for exploiting

the resources of the area already captured, and
laid herself open to early counter-attack in far

advanced and, as yet, weak positions.

THE UNITED STATES PLAN BEFORE
PEARL HARBOR

Prior to Pearl Harbor i* had been decided that,

in the event of war, Germany would have to be

eliminated first, and that our initial role in the

Pacific would, in large measure, be defensive. But
Japan's offensive capabilities were underesti-

mated ; it was thought possible to hold the Malaya
barrier, successfully engage the Japanese fleet in

the Central Pacific, and lay the foundations for

an eventual advance against Japan itself. The
United States plan had little basis in reality. "With
the forces then available no adequate plan of de-

fense was possible. The loss of relatively anti-

quated battleships at Pearl Harbor did not sub-

stantially reduce the actual combat capabilities

of our Navy at that time as opposed to the Japa-
nese Navy with its superiority in aircraft carriers

and battle line speed. To have implemented an
adequate plan in December 1941 would have re-

quired better intelligence regarding Japanese in-

tentions and capabilities, an earlier understanding
of the predominant and indispensable role of air

strength and full public support for the necessary
appropriations, well before the actual outbreak of
war.

As it developed, all that we could do prior to
May 1942, apart from the resistance of our isolated
forces in the Philippines and sporadic carrier and
land-based air raids, was to build up our strength
in Australia and the islands lying between Pearl
Harbor and Australia, while bringing to fruition
our training and production programs.

TURNING THE TIDE

United States preparations were still inade-

quate when it became evident that the Japanese
intended to advance south from the Bismarck
Archipelago, and thus threaten our communica-
tions with Australia. It was decided nevertheless

to attempt to hold Port Moresby and a line north

of Espiritu Santo and the Fiji Islands. Excep-

tional intelligence gave us advance information

that a group of transports, protected by the Japa-

nese carrier Shoho and by a covering force in-

cluding two other carriers, was on its way to occupy

Port Moresby in May 1942. This information en-

abled us to concentrate at the appropriate point

two of our four carriers then available in the

Pacific (one had come to the Pacific from the

Atlantic, but two were returning from the Doo-

little raid on Tokyo), and to sink the Shoho by

torpedo-plane and dive-bomber attack.. In the

ensuing air engagement with the covering force,

we damaged one of the Japanese carriers in that

force, but lost the Lexington. The Japanese force

had two carriers left to our one, but their air

groups had been badly depleted. The transports

turned back from Port Moresby to return to Ra-

baul and, for the first time, the Japanese advance

had been checked. The combat in this Battle of

the Coral Sea was entirely carrier air action.

Similar intelligence provided advance infor-

mation as to the Japanese move toward Midway in

June. In this case, the transports were supported

by an advance striking force, including the most

powerful surface forces yet assembled in the war
and four of Japan's remaining eight operational

carriers. An additional Japanese carrier was in

a supporting force farther to the north. Again

only weaker forces were available to the United

States three carriers, the Enterprise, Yorktown,

and Hornet, the only ones available for combat

action in the Pacific at that time, were rushed to

the attack. Our planes located the Japanese fleet

and sank three of the enemy carriers, and so dam-

aged the fourth that she subsequently fell an easy

prey to a United States submarine. Deprived of

its carriers the Japanese Fleet was forced to retire

despite its preponderance in heavy ship strength.

Survey interrogations of surviving officers from

the Japanese carriers indicate that they were sunk

by carrier-based dive bombers. Two-thirds of the

pilots on the Japanese carriers sunk were rescued

by Japanese destroyers. Some of the Japanese

carrier-based planes discovered our carriers and

succeeded in damaging the Yorhtown so seriously

that she went dead in the water and was sunk by a

Japanese submarine. Except for the finishing off

of stragglers by submarines, the combat in this

engagement was entirely air action.



Immediately after Midway, the Japanese had 4

carriers fit for action, shortly to be joined by a

fifth ; but of these only 1 was large. In addition,

they had 6 carriers under repair or construction.

The United States had 3 large carriers operational

in the Pacific and 13 carriers, and 15 escort car-

riers, either being readied for operation, or under

construction. The Japanese Navy, thereafter,

was hobbled by its weakness in the air, and could

engage our forces only at night or under cover of

land-based air until that air strength was rebuilt.

A balance of naval air power in the Pacific, and

as a consequence a balance of naval power as a

whole, was thus achieved at Midway.

The scene of intense conflict shifted back to the

islands south of Rabaul, the seas surrounding

them, and the air over both. The Japanese had
determined to renew their efforts to capture Port

Moresby, if necessary by the overland route from
the northern shore of New Guinea, and were con-

structing air fields in the Solomons. The United

States Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered a two-pronged

attack ; one directed toward northern New Guinea
from Port Moresby, the other up the chain of the

Solomon Islands beginning with Guadalcanal;

both with the final objective of capturing Rabaul.

General MacArthur and Admiral Ghormley con-

sidered the forces available to them inadequate,

but, in view of the importance of maintaining the

line of communication with Australia, they were
ordered to go ahead with what they had. A test

of the Japanese perimeter thereby developed ear-

lier than the Japanese had expected.

While the Southwest Pacific command was

building air fields in northern Australia, Port

Moresby and Milne Bay, the Japanese landed, on

21 July 1942, at Buna on the north coast of New
Guinea opposite Port Moresby and infiltrated over

the Owen Stanley Range. Their lines of commu-
nications were cut by air attacks, their advance

columns strafed and their attack held and pushed

back by ground forces, in part supplied by air.

The Japanese testify that they were unable to rein-

force this attack to the extent they had planned
because of developments at Guadalcanal.

On 7 August 1942, a surprise landing was made
on Guadalcanal. Three United States carriers

gave initial air support and the Marines who
landed quickly captured the air field (later named
Henderson Field) wliich was under construction

by the Japanese. Interrogation of the senior

Japanese commanders involved in the Solomons
campaign indicates that they originally misjudged

the strength of our attack and sent in only one

reinforcement battalion of 500 men on fast destroy-

ers from Truk. After this battalion was virtually

destroyed, they sent in 5 more which again were
not quite sufiicient. Finally, they attempted to

send in whole divisions. Thirty thousand troops

were landed but, by that time, it was too late.

Local control of the air provided by planes based
on Henderson Field made it possible, but barely

possible, to defend our unloading supply ships in

the daytime, and made it impossible for the

Japanese to land, except at night and then under
hazardous and unsatisfactory conditions. The ef-

forts of the Japanese to run in reinforcements at

night, and at times to shell our shore installations,

resulted in a series of night naval surface engage-

ments which caused heavy losses to both sides.

Our air strength was initially limited, was main-
tained by desperate and irregular reenforcement,

and at one time was reduced by enemy naval bom-
bardment to only 5 operational airplanes. The
Japanese constructed a chain of air fields between
Guadalcanal and Rabaul, and attempted to raid our

ships and installations. In the air actions, how-
ever, they suffered increasingly heavy losses, not

merely in numbers, but also in proportion to United

States losses. The Japanese paint a vivid picture

of the intolerable position in which inability to

achieve air control placed them. General Miyazaki

testified that only 20 percent of the supplies dis-

patched from Rabaul to Guadalcanal ever reached

there. As a result the 30,000 troops they eventu-

ally landed on Guadalcanal lacked heavy equip-

ment, adequate ammunition and even enough
food, and were subjected to continuous harassment

from the air. Approximately 10,000 were killed,

10,000 starved to death, and the remaining 10,000

were evacuated in February 1943, in a greatly

weakened condition.

By the end of 1942, the most serious of the Jap-

anese attempts to drive us off Guadalcanal had
been thrown back and Allied operations to capture

the Buna area were drawing to a close. We were

securely established in these critical areas and had
gradually built up local superiority in all arms, air,

ground and sea. Our losses had been heavy. The
Japanese, however, had suffered a crucial strategic

defeat. Their advance had been stopped, their

startegic plan fatally upset, many of their best

pilots lost, and Allied forces firmly installed in



positions in the Solomons and New Guinea, which

threatened the anchor of their perimeter at Rabaul.

In opposing this threat, the Japanese committed in

piecemeal fashion and lost all of their fully trained

Navy air units, including those rescued at Midway,

and a portion of their best Army air units. The

Japanese never fully recovered from this disaster,

the effects of which influenced all subsequent cam-

paigns. For the first time, the few Japanese who
had all the facts at their disposal appreciated the

seriousness of the situation. Greatly expanded

programs for the training of pilots and the pro-

duction of aircraft, radar and communications

equipment, antiaircraft guns and ammunition,

cargo vessels and tankers, were drawn up, but time

was required to implement them.

The initiative had passed to the United States.

FACTORS DETERMINING THE NATURE OF
THE SUCCEEDING CAMPAIGN

After the engagements of 1942, certain basic

lessons of combat in the Pacific theater had been

learned. It appeared that the widely spread Jap-
anese positions could be bypassed or captured,

provided that air superiority in the necessary areas

was achieved, and provided the required naval sup-

port, adequate assault craft, properly trained

troops, and full logistics were available. Major
preparations were required before decisive ad-

vances could be undertaken. In the meantime,
however, unremitting pressure could be kept on the

Japanese.

Due to the geography of the Empire, the Jap-

anese ground forces depended for their effective-

ness upon overseas support in all areas except the

main home islands, and even there, overseas im-

ports of raw materials were required. In China,

Korea, and Manchuria, an overwater lift to the

mainland was involved, and shipping was em-
ployed in the supply of troops in Malaya, Burma,
and continental regions of the southwest. The
islands of the eastern perimeter were completely

dependent on supply by sea. Deployed as the

Japanese ground forces were on detached land
masses, dependent on inadequate shipping, their

defeat was necessary only at points of United
States choosing. The bulk of them could be

bypassed.

The Japanese Navy, which included two 64,000-

ton battleships of great fire-power and speed, had
lost both operational freedom and striking power

due to its limited carrier-based air strength. By
late 1943, the United States had available sufficient

carriers for clear-cut superiority in the air, and

had added to the fleet sufficient modern heavy ships

to offer reasonable protection against the Japanese

surface strength were it to be committed under bad
weather or other conditions limiting the degree to

which our superiority in the air could be brought
to bear. The ability to destroy the Japanese sur-

face forces, if they were committed, was essential.

Furthermore, their destruction would increase the

freedom and ease of our further advances.

The limitations imposed by geography and the

range of Japanese land-base planes made it im-
possible for the Japanese to achieve sufficient mo-
bility of their land-based air forces to concentrate

their full air strength against us at any crucial

point, prior to the invasion of the Philippines and
Okinawa. Most of the island atolls were too small

to support the necessary air fields, and in New
Guinea, the Solomons and the Marianas, logistic,

air field construction and ferrying problems made
such concentration impossible. Even within the

limits so imposed, poor Japanese staff work and
tactics resulted in piecemeal employment of their

available air strength. Over and above these

weaknesses, Japanese aircraft production, pilot

training and maintenance were so far behind our

own that it was evident that general air superi-

ority over the Japanese could be achieved. This

objective received first priority.-

The Japanese shipping target was immediately

available. In the first year of the war, submarines,

capable of long-range offensive action inside the

Japanese perimeter, sank more than 10 percent

and air planes 4 percent of the merchant ship ton-

nage which Japan possessed at the start of the

war. The strangulation of Japanese overwater

movement, thus begun, could be continued both

by the submarine and by attack from the air.

Japanese industry and her home population

would not be within effective striking distance of

United States long-range bombers until bases

within 1,500 nautical miles of Japan could be

secured.

An advance to strategic positions across the

Pacific would give us bases from which to com-

plete the interdiction of Japan's overwater ship-

ping, to mount large scale air attacks against

the Japanese home islands, and to prepare for an

invasion of the home islands themselves.



THE ADVANCE ACROSS THE PACIFIC

Such was the situation -when the United States

began its widespread offensive. While major

preparations were still in progress, and the heavy

attrition of the Solomons and eastern New Guinea

campaign was chewing up Japan's best air groups

and depleting her shipping and supplies, the first

long-range moves in the advance across the Pa-

cific were undertaken. These began unostenta-

tiously with the assault against Attn, on the north-

ern flank of the Japanese defense perimeter in

May 19'43. On the southern flank, the offensive

continued with an advance to Munda in June,

to Salamaua, Lae, and Finschafen on New Guinea

in September, and Bougainville in November 1943.

In the Central Pacific it began with the assault on

the Gilbert Islands in November 1943.

Thereafter, the amphibious advance toward

Japan continued over two routes. One was up the

north coast of New Guinea to the Philippines, the

other across the Central Pacific through the Mar-

shalls to the Marianas and Palau and then subse-

quently on to Iwo Jima and Okinawa. Basically,

the advance was for the purpose of projecting

United States power to points which cut Japan's

supply lines to the south and were within striking

range of the Japanese home islands. Objectives

were seized for one or more of four purposes : To
provide forward air fields so that shore-based air-

craft might maintain and project forward United

States control of the air ; to furnish advance bases

for the fleet; to secure land areas for the staging

of troops in succeeding advances ; and, in the case

of the Marianas, to provide bases for long-range

air attacks on the Japanese home islands.

In the New Guinea area it continued to be possi-

ble to choose objectives for our advance where

the enemy was weak, to seal off these objectives

from enemy reinforcement and cover advances to

them with land-based air, and, in certain in-

stances, to supply the operation entirely by air.

Marilinan, Nadzab and other inland bases on New
Guinea, which eventually had complements as

large as 25,000 men, were occupied, supplied and

later moved forward entirely by air. The range

of these advances was limited to the combat radius

of fighter aircraft.

For long-range amphibious advances against

strongly defended positions a typical pattern de-

veloped. Japanese bases flanking the United

States objective were smothered by a concentration

of air power. Such bases as were within reach

were hammered by shore-based air. Carrier-based

air and available shore-based air softened the area

to be occupied, and as the amphibious force moved
up, fast carriers advancing beyond the objective

struck swift blows at all positions which could

threaten the objective area. With close air sup-

port from both escort and fast carriers and a con-

centration of gunfire from combatant ships of the

support force, an amphibious assault over the

beaches was made. The objective was secured

under air support and cover from the carriers,

which were not withdrawn until air fields ashore

could be prepared and activated.

The amphibious steps along the two principal

lines of advance toward Japan were well timed

and mutually supporting, even though concentra-

tion on one line might have been more rapid. The

losses inflicted at Kabaul, primarily by land-based

planes from the Solomons and New Guinea, forced

the Japanese tothe decision not to support their

garrisons in the Gilberts, were they to be attacked.

The Central Pacific advance into the Gilbert and

Marshall Islands in late 1943 and early 1944, and

the threat of a fast carrier task force strike against

Truk, which eventuated in February 1944, cleared

the Japanese Fleet from the New Guinea flank and

assisted the move into the Admiralties in March

1944 and the long step up the coast of New Guinea

to Hollandia in April 1944, which was followed by

a further advance to Wakde and Biak in May 1944.

When the Japanese attempted reinforcement of

northern New Guinea, the Central Pacific advance

into the Marianas in June 1944, forced the aban-

donment of the operation. The Japanese commit-

ted their carriers in the defense of the Marianas,

and lost in the Battle of the Philippines Sea prac-

tically all their carrier-based air groups sufficiently

trained for combat, as well as three carriers sunk.

Noemfoor was taken while the Japanese were pre-

occupied in the Marianas. Landings on Morotai

were timed with those in the Palaus.

"While the landings in the Palaus were in prog-

ress, the fast carrier task force struck Japanese

aircraft, air fields and shipping in the Philippines.

Preliminary to the Leyte operation, the fast car-

rier task force with a concentration of more than

1,000 planes attacked Okinawa, Formosa and the

Philippines, exacting a large toll of Japanese air

power. B-29 strikes from China against air in-
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stallations on Formosa supported this operation.

The landing at Leyte Gulf in the Philippines was
correctly assessed by the Japanese as their last

opportunity, short of a defense of the Japanese

home islands, to throw in all their available forces

to check the United States advance in a decisive

engagement.

Three days after the landing at Leyte they com-

mitted their entire fleet in a three-pronged attack.

The plan contemplated that a carrier force ad-

vancing from the north would draw off our main
strength, while heavy surface forces approaching

through Surigao and San Bernardino Straits and
covered by Japanese Army and Navy planes from
air fields in the Philippines would destroy our

transports and supporting strength off the land-

ing beach. The Japanese strategy succeeded in

drawing off our main strength to the north. The
southern Japanese force was destroyed in a night

surface engagement in Surigao Straits. Four car-

riers in the northern force were sunk off Luzon.

Although one of its super-battleships had been

sunk by torpedo plane attack, the central force

penetrated close to our transports still possessed

of overwhelming surface strength. The Japanese
commander of the central force testified to the

Survey that lack of expected land-based air sup-

port and air reconnaissance, fear of further losses

from air attack, and worry as to his fuel reserves

induced him to withdraw. As a result of this de-

cision to retire, the Japanese failed to secure the

objective for which catastrophic losses had been
risked and suffered by the other two Japanese
forces.

In the ensuing actions in the Philippines, the

Japanese lost all the troops and supplies deployed
there, plus three and one-half divisions sent in from
China and Manchuria. In the Philippines cam-
paign as a whole they committed and lost 9,000

planes. On 1 March 1945, the Japanese decided
to send no further supplies to their ground forces

outside of the home islands. Except for delaying

actions they had been forced to concentrate solely

on defense against invasion.

While the liberation of the Philippines was be-

ing completed, the Central Pacific forces made the

difficult moves into Iwo Jima and Okinawa.

CHINA-BURMA-INDIA

The Allied strategic plan contemplated that the

actual defeat of Japan would be accomplished by

operations in the Pacific. In the meantime, how-

ever, it was essential to defend India and to assist

China. We could not afford to make substantial

forces available. Our contribution in the China-

Burma-India theater was almost entirely air and

logistic support. The geography of the theater

was such that overland transportation was vir-

tually impossible beyond the Indian bases. As a

consequence, the air in the China-Burma-India

theater was called upon, not only to give protection

against and to fight down enemy air and disrupt

Japanese shipping and rail transportation, but

also to transport the men and supplies for all forces

and provide much of the fire power even in ground

operations.

Full superiority over Japanese air forces was
gradually attained. British ground forces at

Imphal which had been surrounded by an attack-

ing Japanese force were supplied by Allied air.

The Japanese force was in turn isolated by air

attack and destroyed. The troops that liberated

Burma were moved, supplied, and supported by

air. Japanese logistics in Burma and China were

disrupted. China was kept in the war.

Over 1,180,000 tons of supplies and equipment

and 1,380,000 troops were transported by air. The
air movement over the "hump" between India and

China attained a peak rate of 71,000 tons in 1

month.

In the fall of 1943 it was decided to attack Japa-

nese industrial targets in Manchuria and Kyushu
with B-29s flying from advanced bases in China.

When this decision was reached, Guam, Saipan

and Tinian had not yet been captured, and no other

bases were available sufficiently close for direct

strikes at the Japanese "Inner Zone" industries.

The principal bottleneck in air operation in China

was the transportation from India by air of the

necessary supplies, most of which were allocated to

supplying Chinese ground forces. As a result, the

B-29s had sufficient supplies for only a small num-
ber of strikes per month. Data secured by the

Survey in Japan established that these strikes

caused more severe damage to the Manchurian

steel plants selected as targets than assessment of

aerial photography had revealed. With the bene-

fit of hindsight, however, it appears that the over-

all results achieved did not warrant the diversion

of effort entailed and that the aviation gasoline

and supplies used by the B-29s might have been

more profitably allocated to an expansion of the
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teenth Air Force in China. The necessary train-

ing and combat experience with B-29s provided

by this operation might have been secured through

attacks on "Outer Zone" targets, from bases more
easily supplied. In November 1944, long-range

bomber attacks from Guam, Saipan and Tinian

were initiated. The B-29s based in China were

transferred to these bases in April 1945.

By March 1945, prior to heavy direct air attack

on the Japanese home islands, the Japanese air

forces had been reduced to Kamikaze forces, her

fleet had been sunk or immobilized, her merchant

marine decimated, large portions of her ground
forces isolated, and the strangulation of her econ-

omy well begun. What happened to each of these

segments of Japan's vanishing war potential is

analyzed in the following sections.

ELIMINATION OF JAPANESE
CONVENTIONAL AIR POWER

Japanese production of aircraft of all types rose

from an average of 642 planes per month during
the first 9 months of the war to a peak of 2,572

planes per month in September 1944. The rise was
particularly great during 1943, after the Japanese
had learned the lessons of the 1942 campaigns.
Aggregate production during the war was 65,300

planes.

Japanese army and navy plane losses from all

causes, both combat and noncombat, rose from an
average rate of some 500 planes per month in the

early months of the war to over 2,000 per month in

the latter months of 1944. Aggregate losses dur-

ing the course of the war were of the order of

magnitude of 60,000 planes, of which something
less than 40 percent were combat losses, and some-
thing over 60 percent were training, ferrying, and
other noncombat losses.

The Japanese were thus able to increase the

numerical strength of their air forces in planes, in

almost every month of the war. Numerical
strength increased from 2,625 tactical planes at the

outbreak of the war to 5,000 tactical planes, plus

6,400 Kamikaze planes, at the time of surrender.

Aggregate flying personnel increased from ap-

proximately 12,000 at the outbreak of the war to

over 36,000 at the time of surrender.

United States aircraft production and pilot

training exceeded the Japanese totals by wide
margins, but only a portion of this strength could

be deployed to the Pacific. United States first line

strength in the Pacific west of Pearl Harbor in-

creased from some 200 planes in 1941 to 11,000

planes in August 1945. It was not until late 1943

that we attained numerical superiority over the

Japanese air forces in the field. Even in 1942,

however, the relatively few United States air units

in the Pacific were able to inflict greater losses than
they sustained on the numerically superior Jap-
anese. Aggregate United States plane losses dur-
ing the course of the Pacific war, not including

training losses in the United States, were approxi-

mately 27,000 planes. Of these losses 8,700 were on
combat missions; the remainder were training,

ferrying and other noncombat losses. Of the com-
bat losses over 60 percent were to antiaircraft fire.

As previously stated, Japanese pilots at the out-

break of the war were well trained. The average

Army pilot had some 500 hours before entering

combat and Navy pilots 660 hours. These ex-

perienced pilots were largely expended during the

bitter campaigns of the opening year and a half of

the war. The Japanese paid far less attention than
we did to the protection, husbanding and replace-

ment of their trained pilots, and were seriously

hampered in their training program by a growing
shortage of aviation gasoline. Average flying ex-

perience fell off throughout the war, and was just

over 100 hours, as contrasted to 600 hours for

United States pilots, at the time of surrender.

Inadequately trained pilots were no match for the

skilled pilots developed by the United States.

At the time of the initial Japanese attack, Jap-
anese fighter planes, although less sturdily built,

more vulnerable and weaker in fire power than
the United States fighters, had certain flight char-

acteristics superior to those of United States fight-

ers then available in the Pacific. The Japanese
improved the quality of their planes during the

war, greatly increased the power of their aircraft

engines, ultimately exceeded United States fighters

in fire power and had first-class aircraft in the

design and experimental stage at the end of the

war. They lacked, however, the widespread tech-

nical and industrial skill to match the United
States in quantity production of reliable planes
with increased range, performance and durability.

After the initial campaigns, the United States al-

ways enjoyed superiority in the over-all perform-
ance of its planes.

By American standards, the Japanese never
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fully appreciated the importance of adequate

maintenance, logistic support, communications

and control, and air fields and bases adequately

prepared to handle large numbers of planes. As
a result, they were unable to concentrate any large

percentage of their air strength at any one time

or place. Neither did they appear to have the

ability to control large formations in the air with

any degree of efficiency.

Local air control and its tactical exploitation

the Japanese understood and achieved in their

early offensives.

But along with all other military powers prior

to the war, the Japanese had failed fully to appre-

ciate the strategic revolution brought about by the

increased capabilities of air power. The ability

to achieve general and continuing control of the

air was not envisaged as a requirement in their

basic war strategy, as was the planned destruction

of the United States Fleet. Had this basic re-

quirement been well understood it is difficult to

conceive that they would have undertaken a war

of limited objectives in the first place. Once

started on a strategic plan which did not provide

the means to assure continuing air control, there

was no way in which they could revise their strat-

egy to reverse the growing predominance in the

air of a basically stronger opponent who came to

understand this requirement and whose war was

being fought accordingly.

CONVERSION OF JAPANESE AIR FORCES TO
KAMIKAZE FORCES

By the summer of 1944, it had become evident

to the Japanese air commanders that there was no

way in which they could equal the United States

air anns at any point. Their losses were catas-

trophic, while the results which they were achiev-

ing were negligible. The one and only asset which

they still possessed was the willingness of their

pilots to meet certain death. Under these cir-

cumstances, they developed the Kamikaze tech-

nique. A pilot who was prepared to fly his plane

directly into a ship would require but little skill

to hit his target, provided he got through the inter-

vening screen of enemy fighters and antiaircraft

fire. If sufficient Japanese planes attacked simul-

taneously, it would be impossible to prevent a cer-

tain proportion from getting through. Even
though losses would be 100 percent of the planes

and pilots thus committed, results, instead of being

negligible, might be sufficient to cause damage be-

yond that which we would be willing to endure.

From October, 1944, to the end of the Okinawa
campaign, the Japanese flew 2,550 Kamikaze mis-

sions, of which 475, or 18.6 percent were effective

in securing hits or damaging near misses. War-
ships of all types were damaged, including 12 air-

craft carriers, 15 battleships, and 16 light and
escort carriers. However, no ship larger than an

escort carrier was sunk. Approximately 45 vessels

were sunk, the bulk of which were destroyers. The
Japanese were misled by their own inflated claims

of 'heavy ships sunk, and ignored the advice of

their technicians that a heavier explosive head was
required to sink large ships. To the United States

the losses actually sustained were serious, and
caused great concern. Two thousand B-29 sorties

were diverted from direct attacks on Japanese

cities and industries to striking Kamikaze air

fields in Kyushu. Had the Japanese been able to

sustain an attack of greater power and concentra-

tion they might have been able to cause us to with-

draw or to revise our strategic plans.

At the time of surrender, the Japanese had more
than 9,000 planes in the home islands available for

Kamikaze attack, and more than 5,000 had already

been specially fitted for suicide attack to resist our

planned invasion.

DESTRUCTION OF THE JAPANESE FLEET

As stated earlier in this report Japan started

the war with 10 carriers. Six were sunk during

the engagements of 1942. The Japanese during

the course of the war constructed or converted

from other types of ships a total of 17 additional

carriers including 5 escort carriers; of the con-

versions one was made on a Tamafo-cluss battle-

ship hull and two, carriers only in part, were the

result of removing the after turrets of battleships

and installing small hangars and laimching decks.

Due to the loss of their trained carrier air groups

in 1942-43 and the time required to train new ones,

the Japanese did not commit their carriers again

until 1944. In the engagements of that year the

Japanese lost 7 carriers without themselves

securing appreciable results. Seven more were

lost in home waters to submarine or air attack.

All Japanese carriers sunk were lost either to our

carrier-based aircraft or to submarines with the

exception of one which was finished off by sur-
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face vessels after it had been mortally damaged

by carrier airplanes.

The Japanese had two Yamato-c\a,ss battleships,

each of 64,000 tons, armed with 18-inch guns and

minutely compartmented, which were more pow-

erful than any United States battleship. One was

sunk in the Sibuyan Sea, the other south of

Kyushu, both by carrier torpedo-planes.

Japan began the war with 381 warships aggre-

gating appi-oximately 1,271,000 tons. An addi-

tional 816 combat ships totaling 1,048,000 tons

were constructed during the war. Five hundred

and forty-nine ships of all types and sizes, totaling

1,744,000 tons were sunk. Approximately 1,300,-

000 tons of Japanese warships in the carrier, bat-

tleship, cruiser and destroyer categories were

included in the aggregate tonnage sunk. Of this

total roughly 625,000 tons were sunk by Navy and

Marine aircraft, 375,000 tons by submarines,

183,000 tons by surface vessels, 55,000 tons by

Army aircraft, and 65,000 tons by various agents.

Only 196,000 tons in these categories remained

afloat at the end of the war. The tonnage sunk

by surface ships was principally in night actions.

A shortage of Japanese destroyers after 1943 and

inadequate Japanese air antisubmarine measures

contributed to the successes of United States sub-

marines against the Japanese fleet.

After the liberation of the Philippines and the

capture of Okinawa, oil imports into Japan were

completely cut off; fuel oil stocks had been ex-

hausted, and the few remaining Japanese war-

ships, being without fuel, were decommissioned

or were covered with camouflage and used only as

antiaircraft platforms. Except for its shore-

based Kamikaze airforce and surface and under-

sea craft adapted for anti-invasion suicide attack,

the Japanese Navy had ceased to exist.

DESTRUCTION OF THE JAPANESE
MERCHANT FLEET

Japan's merchant shipping fleet, was not only

a key link in the logistical support of her armed
forces in the field, but also a vital link in her eco-

nomic structure. It was the sole element of this

basic structure which was vulnerable to direct at-

tack throughout a major portion of the war.

Japan entered the war with some 6,000,000 tons

of merchant shipping of over 500 tons gross

weight. During the war an additional 4,100,000

tons were constructed, captured or requisitioned.

Sufficient information was secured by the Survey

in Japan concerning this 10,100,000 tons to tabu-

late ship by ship, (a) the name and tonnage, (6)

the date, location, and agent of sinking or damage,

and (c) the present condition and location of

such ships as survived. The sources from which

evidence was obtained were in some respects con-

flicting. Where possible these conflicts have been

resolved. The Joint Army and Navy Assessment

Committee has tentatively arrived at similar re-

sults and is continuing its efforts further to re-

fine the evidence. The Survey believes that the

figures included in the following breakdown will

not differ significantly from the final evaluation

of the Joint Army and Navy Assessment Com-
mittee.

Eight million nine hundred thousand tons of

this shipping were sunk or so seriously damaged as

to be out of action at the end of the war. Fifty-

four and seven-tenths percent of this total was

attributable to submarines, 16.3 percent to carrier-

based planes, 10.2 percent to Army land-based

planes and 4.3 percent to Navy and Marine land-

based planes, 9.3 percent to mines (largely dropped

by B-29s) , less than 1 percent to surface gunfire,

and the balance of 4 percent to marine accidents.

Due to their ability to penetrate deeply into

enemy-controlled waters, submarines accounted

for approximately 60 percent of sinkings up until

the final months of the war. During 1944, carrier

task forces made deep sweeps which accounted for

large numbers of ships. After April, 1945, when
Japanese shipping was restricted to the Korean

and Manchurian runs and to shallow inland

waters, mines dropped by B-29s in Japanese har-

bors and inland waterways accounted for 50 per-

cent of all ships sunk or damaged. In isolating

areas of combat from ship-borne reinforcements

land-based aircraft also sank large numbers of

barges and vessels smaller than 500 tons gross

weight, not included in the tabulation prepared by

the Survey.

In the Survey's opinion those air units which

had anti-shipping attacks as their prime mission

and employed the required specialized techniques,

equipment and training achieved against ships the

best results for the effort expended.

The Japanese originally allocated two-thirds of

their shipping fleet to the logistic support of their

military forces in the field. They expected that
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after their original advance had been completed

they would be able to return increasing numbers of

ships to the movement of raw materials for their

basic economy. After the beginning of the Guad-

alcanal campaign, however, they were kept under

such constant and unexpected military pressure

that the contemplated returns after that date were

never possible.

Up to the end of 1942, ship sinkings exceeded

new acquisitions by a small margin. Thereafter,

the aggregate tonnage sunk increased far more

rapidly than could be matched by the expansion

of the Japanese shipbuilding program. The size

of the usable fleet thus declined continuously and

at the end of the war amounted to little more than

10 percent of its original tonnage. The Japanese

belatedly attempted to build up a convoy system,

to re-route freight movements to rail lines, and to

abandon more distant sources of supply, but these

measures acted only as palliatives and not as cures.

Furthermore, convoying and re-routing decreased

the freight moved per ship by a factor amountiag

to 43 percent in the closing months of the war.

In 1944 tanker losses became particularly heavy

and were thereafter the first concern of the Japa-

nese shipping authorities.

The basic economic consequences of ship sinking

will be discussed in a later section. From the

standpoint of the Japanese armed forces in the

field it will be noted that 17 percent of army sup-

plies shipped from Japan were sunk in 1943, 30

percent in 1944, and 50 percent in 1945. A short-

age of fleet tankers was a continuing limitation on

the mobility of the Japanese fleet and contributed

to its defeat in the two crucial battles of the Philip-

pine Sea. Inadequate logistic support, due in

large part to lack of shipping, was one of the

principal handicaps of the Japanese air forces.

Attacks by submarines, long-range search and
attack planes, mines, and carrier and land-based

planes were mutually supporting and complicated

the Japanese defenses. Long-range air search

found targets for the submarines ; convoying which
offered some protection against submarines in-

creased the vulnerability to air attack; ships

driven into congested harbors in fear of subma-
rines were easy prey for carrier strikes ; and mines

helped to drive ships out of shallow water into

waters where submarines could operate. Had we
constructed more submarines, earlier concentrated

on tankers and more fully coordinated long-range

air search and attack missions with submarine

operations, the ship sinking program might have

been even more effective.

DESTRUCTION OR ISOLATION OF JAPANESE
GROUND FORCES

The Japanese built up their army ground forces

from a strength of approximately 1,700,000 at the

outbreak of war, to a peak strength of approxi-

mately 5,000,000. Japanese army medical records

indicate that the aggregate number deployed in the

Solomons, New Guinea, Marshalls, Gilberts, Caro-

lines, Marianas, Philippines, Okinawa, Iwo Jima,

and the Aleutians was approximately 668,000, of

whom 316,000 were killed in action; some 220,000

were deployed in Burma, of whom 40,000 were

killed; and 1,100,000 were deployed in China, of

whom 103,000 were killed. Most of the remainder

were in Manchuria, Korea, or the home islands, and

did not actively participate in the decisive cam-

paigns of the war.

The strategy of our advance and the limitations

imposed on Japanese overwater transportation be-

came such that the Japanese could concentrate

only a small portion of their available Army
ground forces strength at any of the critical island

positions which we determined to capture. Japa-

nese soldiers were unique in their willingness to

face death and endure hardships. At every point

where ourArmy or Marine forces engaged the Jap-

anese on the ground after 1942, we enjoyed full air

superiority. In every instance, except Ormoc in

the Leyte campaign, we had eliminated Japanese

ability to reinforce the critical area with either

men or supplies. At Ormoc the Japanese were able

to land 30,000 troops, but these reinforcements ar-

rived piecemeal over too long a period of time to

be effective and many of the transports were sunk

prior to unloading heavy equipment. In every in-

stance where the Japanese had prepared defenses

in a landing area these had been softened up by
aerial bombardment and usually by naval shelling

as well. It often proved impossible, however, to

destroy more than a small percentage of the de-

fending Japanese soldiers in preliminary softening

up operations of even the greatest intensity. The
Japanese were dug in, in tunnels, trenches and
caves which were hard to find and often impossible

to destroj', either by bombing or by naval shelling.

Most of their fixed artillery positions were elimi-

nated, but even some of these survived. The
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weight of fire on the immediate invasion beaches

was generally such that the Japanese retired a

short distance mland, but once we advanced be-

yond the beaches, it became necessary to destroy

the remaining Japanese in costly close-range fight-

ing. It was demonstrated, however, that Japanese

resistance was effectively weakened and our casual-

ties lighter when the appropriate weapons were

employed with sufficient weight and accuracy in

both preliminai'y softening up operations and sub-

sequent close support.

A Japanese estimate indicates that in the south-

ern regions, approximately 25 percent of their

combat deaths resulted from aerial bombardment,

58 percent from small arms fire, 15 percent from

artillery, and the remaining 2 percent from other

causes.

In those places where it was essential to elim-

inate Japanese ground resistance in close-range

fighting, great precision had to be developed in

air-support operations in order to be certain not

to hit our own troops, and to assure hits on the

small targets which the critical Japanese positions

presented. This required highly specialized train-

ing and the closest coordination between the

ground and air forces through an intricate system

of ground and air observers and unified control

by ground-ship-air radio communication. In the

Pacific war this system was continuously improved
by the Navy and Marines in connection with suc-

ceeding amphibious operations against strongly

defended positions and reached a high degree of

effectiveness. In the Philippines campaign, the

Army air forces employed comparable techniques,

and General Yamashita has testified to his feeling

of complete helplessness when confronted with
this type of opposition.

In the Southwest Pacific, it often proved pos-

sible to effect landiiigs at lightly held positions,

and thus bypass large bodies of enemy ground
forces. In the Central Pacific, many of the islands

the Japanese expected us to attack were bypassed,

and the garrisons left to wither and die. Survey
examination of the bypassed islands in the Pacific

and interrogation of the Japanese survivors con-

firmed their intolerable situation. Their planes

and ground installations were destroyed by air

attack. Cut off from any supplies or reinforce-

ments, except occasionally by submarine, their

food ran out. On certain of the islands, Japanese
actually ale Japanese. It appears, however, that
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our air attacks on these bypassed positions were
often continued longer and in greater weight than
was reasonably required or profitable.

THE JAPANESE ECONOMY PRIOR TO
SUSTAINED DIRECT AIR ATTACK

Th^ orientation of the Japanese economy toward
war began in 1928, and continued with increasing

emphasis during the Manchurian and Chinese
campaigns. By 1940, total production had arisen

by more than 75 percent; heavy industrial pro-

duction by almost 500 percent; and 17 percent of

Japan's total output was being devoted to direct

war purposes and expansion of her munition in-

dustries, as against 2.6 percent at that time in

the United States. Construction of industrial fa-

cilities in these years assumed—for the Japanese
conditions—gigantic proportions. Her aircraft,

aluminum, machine tool, automotive, and tank
industries were erected from almost nothing dur-

ing this period.

This industrial expansion was based and de-

pended on the availability of raw materials.

Great efforts were devoted to the increase of raw
material output in the home islands. In some re-

spects, major results were achieved. Coal produc-
tion in Japan rose from 28,000,000 tons in 1931 to

55,600,000 tons in 1941. Domestic iron mining
made considerable progress. Nevertheless, no
country could have been farther from self-suffi-

ciency, with respect to raw materials, than Japan.
The development of basic material sources on the

continent of Asia constituted almost the central is-

sue of Japan's economic policy during this period.

Although progress in Manchuria and China
helped significantly to alleviate Japan's raw ma-
terial shortages in coking coal, iron ore, salt and
foods, insufficiency of raw materials continued to

be the most important limiting factor on Japanese
industrial output. Negligible quantities of oil and
no bauxite sources existed within Japan's "Inner
Zone." Output of aluminum ingots had risen

from 19 tons in 1933 to 71,740 in 1941, 90 percent of

which was produced from bauxite imported from
the Dutch East Indies. Plans to develop a syn-

thetic oil industry failed to yield significant re-

sults and Japan was almost wholly dependent on
oil imports from the United States or the Dutch
East Indies. A similar dependence on imports ex-

isted for rubber, ferro-alloys such as manganese.
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chrome, nickel, cobalt and tungsten, and for non-

ferrous metals such as tin, lead, and mercury.

Pending seizure and economic exploitation of

the oil and bauxite resources of the southern area,

stock piling of these vital materials was a necessity.

By the end of 1941, bauxite stocks of 2.50,000 tons,

constituting a 7 months' supply, and 4-3,000,000

barrels of oil and oil products were stored in Japan.

Considering the economic performance of the

decade, one cannot but be impressed by the in-

tensity of the effort and the magnitude of the re-

sults. Nonetheless, Japan remained with an

economy having approximately 10 percent of the

potential of the United States economy. It was

desperately vulnerable to attack on its shipping.

Having a comparatively small, newly developed

industry, it had to work without much cushion of

under-utilized physical plant capacity. Having

had little experience with mass production, the

country had no opportunity to build up a large

force of industrially and mechanically trained per-

sonnel. This meant shortages of skills, ingenuity

and ability to improvise later on, when the econ-

omy was under the stresses and strains of large-

scale warfare.

This economic potential could support a short

war or a war of limited liabilities. The accumu-

lated stocks of mmiitions, oil, planes and ships

could be thrown into action and produce a devas-

tating effect on unmobilized enemies. When this

initial blow failed to result in peace, Japan, with-

out significant help from Germany, was doomed.

Its economy could not support a protracted cam-

paign against an enemy even half as strong as the

United States.

In addition, the success of the initial Japanese

military operations delayed total economic mobi-

lization until after the defeats of late 1942. Com-
puted in constant prices, the gi'oss national product

rose from a level of 39.8 billion yen in the fiscal

year beginning with April 1940, to only 41 billion

yen in the fiscal year 1942. That this was due to

an inadequate realization of requirements and in-

adequate planning, and not to the inherent limita-

tions of the Japanese economy, is clear from the ex-

pansion that was secured after 1942. In the fiscal

year 1943, the gross national product rose to 45.4

billion yen, and in 1944 to 50 billion yen.

The share of the gross national product devoted

to direct war and munitions expenditures increased

from 23 percent in 1941 to 31 percent in 1942, 42

percent in 1943 and 52 percent in 1944. In 1944,

half of the remaining national product was ac-

counted for by food. In 1943, however, the United

States was devoting 45 percent of its vastly greater

national product to direct war purposes. By the

summer of 1944, the Japanese had exhausted the

possibility of forcing a greater share of their

economy into direct war activities. Their plants,

railroad and mines were being, and had been for

some time, under-maintained to a point where

breakdowns were becoming more and more serious.

The civilian population was underfed, was receiv-

ing practically no new clothing or miscellaneous

civilian supplies, and was being worked to a degree

of fatigue which was reflected in rising rates of

absenteeism.

By 1944, Japan had increased ingot steel ca-

pacity to 225 percent of the 1937 capacity. A
shortage of raw materials, however, which began

with the United States embargo oh scrap iron ex-

ports in July 1941 and was never overcome, pre-

vented the operation of Japanese steel mills at

anything approaching capacity. Japanese coal

would not produce satisfactory metallurgical coke

without the admixture of stronger continental cok-

ing coal; domestic iron ore was both limited in

quantity and of lower grade than imported ores.

The combination of limited quantities of high-

grade imi3orted raw materials ' and lower grade

domestic materials held production of ingot steel

in the home islands to 6,800,000 tons in 1941, to a

peak of 7,800,000 tons in 1943. and caused it to

decline to 5,900,000 tons in 1944. This compared

with a 1937 production of 5,800,000 tons and a

theoretical capacity, using high-grade materials,

of 13,600,000 tons in 1944. By the middle of 1944,

the increasing stringency of shipping and the in-

terdiction of many of Japan's shipping routes had
reduced coal and ore imports by two-thirds.

Stockpiles of imported materials had already been

heavily eaten into, and ingot steel production be-

gan to decline rapidly. In March 1945, imports

of coal virtually ceased, and iron ore was cut off

entirely, as the Japanese elected to devote their

remaining shipjDing capacity to the hauling of vi-

tally needed foodstuffs and salt. It is estimated by
the Survey that, using only domestic raw materials,

the Japanese steel industry could not have main-

tained a rate of production of ingot steel in excess

of 1,500,000 tons per annum. By August 1945, the

rate of output was still somewhat in excess of this
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figure, but would soon, have been reduced. The
decline in Japan's steel production can be attrib-

uted to its dependence on shipping and the destruc-

tion of that shipping. Had this industry not been

mortally wounded by shipping attack and had its

destruction by bombing been called for, the effec-

tiveness of the few strategic bombing attacks di-

rected against the steel industry indicates that

destruction of the principal plants by bombing or

paralysis of the industry by disruption of railroad

transportation would have been possible, but only

at a later date.

The steel shortage constituted an over-all limita-

tion on the war potential of the Japanese economy.

Japanese planners were, however, able to secure

very substantial increases in the production of

those military products which the experiences of

the war had demonstrated to be of outstanding

importance. Aircraft production of all types, in-

cluding training planes, was stepped up from 700

planes per month in the summer of 1942 to 2,572

planes in September 1944. Aircraft engine pro-

duction was not only increased correspondingly

in numbers, but average horsepower was doubled.

Aircraft and antiaircraft gun and ammunition
production was expanded tenfold. Radar and
communications equipment was stepped up five-

fold. The most important consumer of steel was
the shipbuilding industry. The increasingly criti-

cal nature of Japan's shipping situation caused

her to expand her naval and merchant shipbuild-

ing programs to a point where 35 percent of all

steel consumed was being used in that industry

alone. Construction of merchant ships increased

from approximately 238,000 tons in 1941, to 1,600,-

000 tons of steel ships and 254,000 tons of wooden
ships in 1944. During 1942, warship deliveries

included one battleship of 64,000 tons and six small
carriers totalling 84,000 tons. In 1944, no battle-

ships, but four aircraft carriers of 114,500 dis-

placement tons and 141,300 tons of escort vessels

and submarines were delivered. The increases in

production of high-priority items involved the

scaling down of steel availability for lower priority

items, such as tanks, larger caliber guns and
trucks, and the almost complete elimination of

steel for civilian requirements, construction, or

export.

During 1944, the effects of the net loss of ship-

ping and slow-down in ship operations became
such that by the end of the year it no longer was
possible to protect even high-priority war produc-

tion by further shifting of allocations of scarce

materials from items of lesser priority. In addi-

tion to steel, other basic elements of the economy
were involved. Oil, although not as important as

steel in its broad impact on the remainder of the

economy, was of critical importance to Japan's

military machine and to her merchant marine.

Oil imports from the south began declining in

August 1943, and had been eliminated by April

1945. Crude oil stocks were virtually exhausted

;

refinery operations had to be curtailed ; and stocks

of aviation gasoline fell to less than 1,500,000 bar-

rels, a point so low as to require a drastic cut in

the pilot-training program and even in combat
air missions. Bauxite imports declined from
136,000 tons in the second quarter of 1944, to 30,000

tons in the third, and stockpiles were only 3,000

tons. Stockpiles and the time delay between the

various stages of production cushioned for a time
the inevitable effects of the blockade on finished

munitions production, but by November 1944, the

over-all level of Japanese war production had be-

gun to turn down, including even the highest

priority items, such as aircraft engines.

It is the opinion of the Survey that by August
1945, even without direct air attack on her cities

and industries, the over-all level of Japanese war
production would have declined below the peak
levels of 1944 by 40 to 50 percent solely as a result

of the interdiction of overseas imports.

By mid-1944 those Japanese in possession of

the basic information saw with reasonable clarity

the economic disaster which was inevitably de-

scending on Japan. Furthermore, they were

aware of the disastrous impact of long-range

bombing on Germany, and, with the loss of the

Marianas, could foresee a similar attack on Japan's

industries and cities. Their influence, however,

was not sufficient to overcome the influence of the

Army which was confident of its ability to resist

invasion.

THE AIR ATTACK AGAINST THE JAPANESE
HOME ISLANDS

Basic United States strategy contemplated

that the final decision in the Japanese war would
be obtained by an invasion of the Japanese home
islands. The long-range bombing offensive from
the Marianas was initiated in November 1944,

with that in mind as the primary objective. As
in Europe prior to D-day, the principal measure

of success set for strategic air action was the ex-
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tent to which it would weaken enemy caiDability

and will to resist our amphibious forces at the time

of landings. This led, originally, to somewhat

greater emphasis on the selection of targets such

as aircraft factories, arsenals, electronics plants,

oil refineries, and finished military goods, destruc-

tion of which could be expected to weaken the

capabilities of the Japanese armed forces to re-

sist at the Kyushu beachheads in November 1945,

than on the disruption of the more basic elements

of Japan's social, economic, and political fabric.

Certain of the United States commanders and the

representatives of the Survey who were called back

from their investigations in Germany in early June

1945 for consultation stated their belief that, by
the coordinated impact of blockade and direct air

attack, Japan could be forced to surrender with-

out invasion. The controlling opinion, however,

was that any estimate of the effects of bombing
on the Japanese social fabric and on the political

decisions of those in control of Japan was bound
to be so uncertain that target selection could safely

be made only on the assumption that ground force

invasion would be necessary to force capitulation.

With the benefit of hindsight, it appears that

the twin objectives of surrender without invasion

and reduction of Japan's capacity and will to resist

an invasion, should the first not succeed, called for

basically the same type of attack. Japan had been

critically wounded by military defeats, destruction

of the bulk of her merchant fleet, and almost com-

plete blockade. The proper target, after an initial

attack on aircraft engine plants, either to bring

overwhelming pressure on her to surrender, or to

reduce her capability of resisting invasion, was the

basic economic and social fabric of the country.

Disruption of her railroad and transportation

system by daylight attacks, coupled with destruc-

tion of her cities by night and bad weather attacks,

would have applied maximum pressure in support
of either aim. This point of view was finally

adopted. Although urban area attacks were initi-

ated in force in March 1945, the railroad attack

was just getting under way when the war ended.

The total tonnage of bombs dro^Dped by Allied

planes in the Pacific war was 656,400. Of this,

160,800 tons, or 24 percent, were dropped on the

home islands of Japan. Navy aircraft accounted

for 6,800 tons. Army aircraft other than B-29s for

7,000 tons, and the B-29s for 147,000 tons. By con-

trast, the total bomb tonnage in tlie European

theater was 2,700,000 tons of which 1,360,000 tons

were dropped within Germany's own borders.

Approximately 800 tons of bombs were dropped

by China-based B-29s on Japanese home island

targets from June 1944 to January 1945. These

raids were of insufficient weight and accuracy, to

produce significant results.

By the end of November 1944, 4 months after

seizure of the islands, the first of the long-range

bomber bases in the Marianas became operational.

The number of planes originally available was

small and opposition was significant. Losses on

combat missions averaged 3.6 percent. The ton-

nage dropped prior to 9 March 1945 aggregated

only 7,180 tons although increasing month by
month. The planes bombed from approximately

30,000 feet and the percentage of bombs dropped

which hit the target areas averaged less than 10

percent. Nevertheless, the effects of even the rela-

tively small tonnage hitting the selected targets

were substantial. During this period, attacks were

directed almost exclusively against aircraft, pri-

marily aircraft engine, targets. The principal

aircraft engine plants were hit sufficiently heavily

and persistently to convince the Japanese that

these plants would inevitably be totally destroyed.

The Japanese were thereby forced into a whole-

sale and hasty dispersal program. The continuing

pressure of immediate military requirements for

more and more planes during the campaigns in the

Pacific had prevented any earlier moves to dis-

perse. When dispersal could no longer be avoided,

the necessary underground tunnels, dispersed

buildings, and accessory facilities such as roads,

railroad spurs and power connections were not

ready. As a result the decline in aircraft engine

production, which shortages in special steels re-

quiring cobalt, nickel and chrome had initiated in

mid-1944, became precipitous.

On 9 March 1945, a basic revision in the method

of B-29 attack was instituted. It was decided to

bomb the four principal Japanese cities at night

from altitudes averaging 7,000 feet. Japanese

weakness in night fighters and antiaircraft made
this program feasible. Incendiaries were used in-

stead of high-explosive bombs and the lower alti-

tude permitted a substantial increase in bomb load

per plane. One thousand six hundred and sixty-

seven tons of bombs were dropped on Tokyo in the

first attack. The chosen areas were saturated.

Fifteen square miles of Tokyo's most densely pop-
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ulated area were burned to the ground. The
weight and intensity of this attack caught the Jap-

anese by surprise. No subsequent urban area at-

tack was equally destructive. Two days later, an

attack of similar magnitude on Nagoya destroyed

2 square miles. In a period of 10 days starting

9 March, a total of 1,595 sorties delivered 9,373

tons of bombs against Tokyo, Nagoya, Osake, and

Kobe destroying 31 square miles of those cities at

a cost of 22 airplanes. The generally destructive

effect of incendiary attacks against Japanese cities

had been demonstrated.

Thereafter, urban area attacks alternated with

visual and radar attacks against selected industrial

or military targets. In April, an extensive pro-

gram of sowing minefields in channels and harbors

at night was added. In the aggregate, 104,000 tons

of bombs were directed at 66 urban areas ; 14,150

tons were directed at aircraft factories ; 10,600 tons

at oil refineries; 4,708 at arsenals; 3,500 tons at

miscellaneous industrial targets ; 8,115 tons at air

fields and sea-plane bases in support of the Oki-

nawa operation ; and 12,054 mines were sown.

Bombing altitudes after 9 March 1945 were

lower, in both day and night attacks. Japanese

opposition was not effective even at the lower alti-

tudes, and the percentage of losses to enemy action

declined as the number of attacking planes in-

creased. Bomb loads increased and operating

losses declined in part due to less strain on engines

at lower altitudes. Bombing accuracy increased

substantially, and averaged 35 to 40 percent within

1,000 feet of the aiming point in daylight attacks

from 20,000 feet or lower.

Monthly tonnage dropped increased from 13,800

tons in March to 42,700 tons in July, and, with the

activation of the Eighth Air Force on Okinawa,
woulcT have continued to increase thereafter to a

planned figure of 115,000 tons per month, had the

war not come to an end.

Three-quax'ters of the 6,740 tons of bombs
dropped by carrier planes on the Japanese home
islands were directed against airfields, warships,

and miscellaneous military targets, and one-quar-

ter against merchant shipping and other economic

targets. Most of the warships sunk in home ports

had already been immobilized for lack of fuel.

The accuracy of low-level carrier plane attack was
high, being at least 50 percent hits within 250 feet

of the aiming point. The attack against the Hako-
date-Aomori rail ferries in July 1945 sank or

damaged all twelve of the ferries, 17 steel ships,

and 149 smaller ships.

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF AIR ATTACK
AGAINST THE JAPANESE HOME ISLANDS

The physical destruction resulting from the air

attack on Japan approximates that suffered by
Germany, even though the tonnage of bombs

dropped was far smaller. The attack was more
concentrated in time, and the target areas were

smaller and more vulnerable. Not only were the

Japanese defenses overwhelmed, but Japan's will

and capacity for reconstruction, dispersal, and pas-

sive defense were less than Germany's. In the ag-

gregate some 40 percent of the built-up area of

the 66 cities attacked was destroyed. Approxi-

mately 30 percent of the entire urban population of

Japan lost their homes and many of their posses-

sions. The physical destruction of industrial

plants subjected to high-explosive attacks was
similarly impressive. The larger bomb loads of the

B-29s permitted higher densities of bombs per

acre in the plant area, and on the average some-

what heavier bombs were used. The destruction

was generally more complete than in Germany.
Plants specifically attacked with high-explosive

bombs were, however, limited in number.

The railroad system had not yet been subjected

to substantial attack and remained in reasonably

good operating condition at the time of surrender.

Little damage was suffered which interfered with

main line operations. Trains were running

through Hiroshima 48 hours after the dropping

of the atomic bomb on that city. Damage to local

transport facilities, however, seriously disrupted

the movement of supplies within and between

cities, thereby hindering production, repair work
and dispersal operations.

Japan's electric power system was properly re-

jected for specific attack because of the large num-

ber of small targets presented. Urban incendiary

attacks destroyed the electric distribution systems

in the burned-out areas simultaneously with the

consumer load previously served by them. The

hydro-electric generating plants and the trans-

mission networks survived without substantial

damage. Twenty-six urban steam-generating

plants were damaged as an incident to other at-

tacks, the aggregate loss of capacity being less than

one-seventh of Japan's total generating capacity.

The urban area incendiary attacks eliminated
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completely the residential and smaller commercial

and industrial structures in the affected areas and

a significant number of important plants, but a

portion of the more substantially constructed office

buildings and factories in those areas and the un-

derground utilities survived. By 1944 the Jap-

anese had almost eliminated home industry in their

war economy. They still relied, however, on

plants employing less than 250 workers for sub-

contracted parts and equipment. Many of these

smaller plants were concentrated in Tokyo and

accounted for 50 percent of the total industrial

output of the city. Such plants suffered severe

damage in urban incendiary attacks.

Four hundred and seventy thousand barrels of

oil and oil products, 221,000 tons of foodstuffs and

2 billion square yards of textiles were destroyed

by air attacks. Ninety-seven percent of Japan's

stocks of guns, she],ls, explosives, and other mili-

tary supplies were thoroughly protected in dis-

persed or underground storage depots, and were

not vulnerable to air attack.

Physical damage to plant installations by either

area or precision attacks, plus decreases due to

dispersal forced by the threat of further physical

damage, reduced physical productive capacity by

roughly the following percentages of pre-attack

plant capacity : oil refineries, 83 percent ; aircraft

engine plants, 75 percent; air-frame plants, 60

percent ; electronics and communication equipment

plants, 70 percent; army ordnance plants, 30 per-

cent ; naval ordnance plants, 28 percent ; merchant

and naval shipyards, 15 percent ; light metals, 35

percent ; ingot steel, 15 percent ; chemicals, 10 per-

cent.

The economic consequences of the physical dam-

age wrought by air attack are closely interrelated

with the concurrent effects of the interdiction of

imports, the cumulative effects of under-mainte-

nance of plants, and the declining health, vigor

and determination of the Japanese people.

Let us first consider the level of Japanese indus-

trial activity in July 1945, the last full month

before surrender. Electric power and coal con-

sumption were both almost exactly 50 percent of

the peak reached in 1944. Production efficiency

had, however, declined and the overall industrial

output was approximately 40 percent of the 1944

peak. Output varied considerably as between in-

dustries, hit and unhit plants, and by areas. Out-

put of air frame was 40 percent of the 1944 peak

;

aircraft engines, 25 percent; shipbuilding, 25 per-

cent; army ordnance, 45 percent; and naval ord-

nance, 43 percent. Oil refining had declined to

less than 15 percent of the 1943 output. Primary

aluminum production was 9 percent of the 1944

peak. Although nitric acid production had de-

clined to about 17 percent of the 1944 peak, ex-

plosives production was about 45 percent of the

1944 figure.

In each one of these industries, the occasion for

the decline appears to have been different. Elec-

tric power consumption fell, not because more

power was not available, but because demand had
declined. Coal supply was primarily limited by

the decline in inter-island shipping from Hok-
kaido and Kyushu, and the inability of the

railroad system completely to fill the gap. De-

spite a decline in demand, shortages of coal were

universal throughout the economy. Airframe

production was limited primarily by the continu-

ing effects of the dispersal program brought on by

the initial bombing, and aggravated by the sub-

sequent destruction of numerous plants prior to

completion of dispersal. Had the level of pro-

duction been any higher, however, aluminum

stocks would have been exhausted and aluminum

would have become the controlling bottleneck. In

any event, not enough aircraft engines were being

produced to equip the airframes. Aircraft engine

production was plagued by shortages of special

steels, but in July 1945, plant damage and delay

in completing the underground and dispersed

plants started in the spring of the year temporarily

prevented the full use of the small stocks of such

steels available at the time. Output of radar and

radio equipment was limited by plant capacity,

the small factories supplying parts having been

destroyed in the Tokyo city raids and many of the

larger plants either destroyed or forced to dis-

perse. Shipbuilding and heavy ordnance pro-

duction were limited by the availability of steel.

Oil refineries, alimiinum plants and steel plants

were basically limited by lack of foreign raw

materials. Explosive plants were still using up in-

ventories of nitric acid but would shortly have had

to adjust their output to the current availability of

nitric acid.

The Japanese labor force had declined in effi-

ciency due to malnutrition and fatigue, the de-

struction of much of the urban housing and the

difficulties of local transportation. Production
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hours lost through all causes including absentee-

ism, sickness, air-raid alerts and enforced idleness

rose from 20 percent in 1944 to over 40 percent in

July 1945. The size of the labor force employed

did not materially decline and the productive

hours actually worked remained sufficiently high

to indicate that such influence as manpov^er defi-

ciencies may have had on the over-all level of

production in July 1945, was largely ascribable to

the continued drafting of highly skilled workers

into the armed services and to the inefficient ad-

ministration of manpower in meeting the rapidly

shifting requirements resulting from bombing,

rather than to over-all lack of labor.

A Survey investigation of production in plants

employing more than 50 employees in 39 repre-

sentative cities of Japan indicates that production

in those plants which sufiiered any direct physical

damage dropped off by July 1945, to 27 percent of

peak output in 1944, while production in the un-

damaged plants fell off to 54 percent. Production

in all plants in the sample, including both hit and

unhit, dropped to 35 percent of peak by July 1945.

It appears probable that the indirect effects of the

urban raids through increased absenteeism, dis-

ruption of supply lines and administrative con-

fusion fully compensate for diversions of man-

power and material from hit to unhit plants. The
difference between 54 percent, being the rate of

production in unhit plants, and 35 percent, being

the average for all plants, is, therefore, a conserva-

tive indication of the impact of air attacks, both

urban and precision, on production in these cities.

Even though the urban area attacks and attacks

on specific industrial plants contributed a substan-

tial percentage to the over-all decline in Japan's

economy, in many segments of that economy their

effects were duplicative. Most of the oil refineries

were out of oil, the alumina plants out of bauxite,

the steel mills lacking in ore and coke, and the

munitions plants low in steel and aluminum.

Japan's economy was in large measure being de-

stroyed twice over, once by cutting off of imports,

and secondly by air attack. A further tightening

of Japan's shipping situation, so as to eliminate

remaining imports from Korea and coastwise and

inter-island shipping, coupled with an attack on

Japan's extremely vulnerable railroad network,

would have extended and cumulated the effects of

the shipping attack already made.

Much of Japan's coastal and inter-island traffic

had already been forced on to her inadequate rail-

roads. The principal coal mines of Japan are

located on Kyushu and Hokkaido. This coal

traffic, formerly water borne, was moving by rail-

roads employing the Kanmon tunnels and the

Hakkodate-Aomori rail ferry. The railroads on

Honshu include few main lines and these lines

traverse bridges of considerable vulnerability.

Japan is largely a mountainous country lacking

automobile roads, trucks or the gasoline to make

use of them. A successful attack on the Hakko-

date rail ferry, the Kanmon tunnels and 19 bridges

and vulnerable sections of line so selected as to set

up five separate zones of complete interdiction

would have virtually eliminated further coal

movements, would have immobilized the remainder

of the rail system through lack of coal, and would

have completed the strangulation of Japan's econ-

omy. This strangulation would have more effec-

tively and efficiently destroyed the economic struc-

ture of the country than individually destroying

Japan's cities and factories. It would have re-

duced Japan to a series of isolated communities,

incapable of any sustained industrial production,

incapable of moving food from the agricultural

areas to the cities, and incapable of rapid largo-

scale movements of troops and munitions.

The Survey believes that such an attack, had

it been well-plamied in advance, might have been

initiated by carrier-based attacks on shipping and

on the Hakkodate ferry in August 1944, could

have been continued by aerial mining of inland

waterways beginning in December 1944, and could

have been further continued by initiating the rail-

road attack as early as April 1945. The Survey

has estimated that force requirements to effect

complete interdiction of the railroad system would

have been 650 B-29 visual sorties carrying 5,200

tons of high explosive bombs. Monthly tonnages

equal to one and one-half times that required to

effect the original interdiction should have been

sufficient, in view of the Japanese lack of prepara-

tion and slowness in effecting repairs, to maintain

the interdiction by destroying such bridges and

other facilities as the Japanese were able to re-

pair. The use of Azon guided bombs, wliich could

have been made available at that time, would have

greatly increased accuracy against targets of this

type and reduced force requirements to approxi-

mately one-sixth of those given above. An inte-
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grated program employing both carrier planes and

B-29s would have capitalized on the differing

operational capabilities of each.

The economic effects of the transportation at-

tack would have had a direct impact on the Japa-

nese people and on their determination to con-

tinue the war. In order to bring maximum pres-

sure on the civilian population and to complicate

further the Japanese economic problems, night

and bad weather attacks on urban areas could have

been carried out simultaneously with the trans-

portation attack. One of the important factors

inducing Japan's leaders to accept unconditional

surrender was a realization that the Japanese

armed forces had lost their ability to protect the

people and that under the impact of direct air

attack and lowered livelihood their confidence in

victory and determination to continue the war

were rapidly declining.

THE HEALTH AND MORALE OF THE JAPA-

NESE CIVILIAN POPULATION UNDER
ASSAULT

Total civilian casualties in Japan, as a result of

9 months of air attack, including those from the

atomic bombs, were approximately 806,000. Of
these, approximately 330,000 were fatalities.

These casualties probably exceeded Japan's com-

bat casualties which the Japanese estimate as

having totaled approximately 780,000 during the

entire war. The principal cause of civilian death

or injury was burns. Of the total casualties ap-

proximately 185,000 were suffered in the initial

attack on Tokyo of 9 March 1945. Casualties in

many extremely destructive attacks were compara-

tively low. Yokahoma, a city of 900,000 popula-

tion, was 47 percent destroyed in a single attack

lasting less than an hour. The fatalities suffered

were less than 5,000.

The Japanese had constructed extensive fire-

breaks by tearing down all houses along selected

streets or natural barriers. The total number of

buildings torn down in this program, as reported

by the Japanese, amounted to 615,000 as against

2,510,000 destroyed by the air attacks themselves.

These firebreaks did not effectively stop the spread

of fire, as incendiaries were dropped on both sides

of the breaks. They did, however, constitute

avenues of escape for the civilian population.

The Japanese instituted a civilian-defense or-

ganization prior to the war. It was not until the

summer of 1944, however, that effective steps were

taken to reduce the vulnerability of Japan's civ-

ilian population to air attacks. By that time, the

shortage of steel, concrete and other construction

materials was such that adequate air-raid shelters

could no longer be built. Each family was given

the obligation of providing itself with some kind

of an excavation covered with bamboo and a little

dirt= In addition, tunnels were dug into the sides

of hills wherever the topography permitted.

Japanese planning and the means for carrying

out the plans were thus deficient for a first-class

civilian defense program. In spite of these limi-

tations, such civilian defense measures as they were

able to put through contributed substantially in

minimizing casualties. School children and other

nonessential urban dwellers were evacuated tO'

the country. Those who remained were organized

to combat fires and to provide mutual assistance.

The air raid warning system was generally effi-

cient. The weight of the individual attacks was,,

however, far heavier than the Japanese had en-

visaged or were able to cope with. In the major fire

attacks, the civilian defense organizations were

simply overwhelmed.

The growing food shortage was the principal

factor affecting the health and vigor of the Japa-

nese people. Prior to Pearl Harbor the average

per capita caloric intake of the Japanese people

was about 2,000 calories as against 3,400 in the

United States. The acreage of arable land in

Japan is only 3 percent of that of the United States

to support a population over half as large. In or-

der to provide the prewar diet, this arable acreage

was more intensively cultivated, using more man-

power and larger quantities of fertilizer, than ini

any other country in the world ; fishing was devel-

oped into a major industry ; and rice, soybeans and

other foodstuffs amounting to 19 percent of the

caloric intake were imported. Despite the ration-

ing of food beginning in April 1941, the food situ-

ation became critical. As the war progressed, im-

ports became more and more difficult, the waters

available to the fishing fleet and the ships and fuel

oil for its use became increasingly restricted. Do-
mestic food production itself was affected by the

drafting of the younger males and by an increasing

shortage of fertilizers.

By 1944, the average per capita caloric intake

had declined to approximately 1,900 calories. By
the summer of 1945 it was about 1,680 calories per
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capita. Coal miners and heavy industrial workers

leceived higher-than-average rations, the remain-

ing populace, less. The average diet suffered even

more drastically from reductions in fats, vitamins

and minerals required for balance and adversely

affected rates of recovery and mortality from dis-

ease and bomb injuries.

Undernourishment produced a major increase in

the incidence of beriberi and tuberculosis. It also

had an important effect on the efficiency and morale

of the people, and contributed to absenteeism

among workers.

Survey interrogation of a scientifically designed

cross-section sample of the Japanese civilian popu-

lation revealed a high degree of uniformity as

between city and rural sectors of the population

and as between various economic and social strata

in their psychological reaction to the war. A uni-

formly high percentage considered Japan's great-

est weaknesses to have been in the material realm,

either lack of resources, productive plant or mod-
ern weapons, and her greatest strength to have

been in the Yamato spirit of the Japanese people,

their willingness to make every personal sacrifice,

including that of life itself, for the Emperor or

Japan.

The Japanese people reacted to news of the

attack against the United States and its Allies with

mingled feelings of fear, insecurity and hope. To
a people wearied by 10 years of war in China, it

was clear that this would be a major war and not an

"incident". The early Japanese military suc-

cesses, particularly the capture of Singapore and

the southern regions, were followed by a wave of

optimism and high confidence. Subsequent de-

feats were studiously withheld from the people or

disguised as strategic withdrawals. Prior to the

loss of Saipan confidence in eventual victory re-

mained high in spite of exhausting work, poor nu-

trition and rising black market prices. In June
1944 approximately two percent of the' population

believed that Japan faced the probability of de-

feat. The fall of Saipan could not be kept from
the Japanese people. Even though the psychologi-

cal effect of this disaster was far greater on the

Japanese leaders and intellectuals than on the mass
of the population, all indices of Japanese morale

began thereafter to decline. By December 1944 air

attacks from the Marianas against the home islands

had begun, defeats in the Philippines had been

suffered, and the food situation had deteriorated;

10 percent of the people believed Japan could not

achieve victory. By March 1945, when the night

incendiary attacks began and the food ration was
reduced, this percentage had risen to 19 percent.

In June it was 46 percent, and just prior to sur-

render, 68 percent. Of those who had come to this

belief over one-half attributed the principal cause

to air attacks, other than the atomic bombing
attacks, and one-third to military defeats.

Sixty-four percent of the population stated that

they had reached a point prior to surrender where
they felt personally unable to go on with the war.

Of these, less than one-tenth attributed the cause

to military defeats, one-quarter attributed the

cause to shortages of food and civilian supplies, the

largest part to air attack.

A striking aspect of the air attack was the

pervasiveness with which its impact on morale
blanketed Japan. Roughly one-quarter of all

people in cities fled or were evacuated, and these

evacuees, who themselves were of singularly low
morale, helped spread discouragement and dis-

affection for the war throughout the islands. This
mass migration from the cities included an esti-

mated 8,500,000 persons. Throughout the Jap-
anese islands, whose people had always thought
themselves remote from attack. United States
planes crisscrossed the skies with no effective Jap-
anese air or antiaircraft opposition. That this was
an indication of impending defeat became as ob-
vious to the rural as to the urban population.

Progressively lowered morale was characterized

by loss of faith in both military and civilian lead-

ers, loss of confidence in Japan's military might
and increasing distrust of government news re-

leases and propaganda. People became short-

tempered and more outspoken in their criticism of

the government, the war and affairs in general.

Until the end, however, national traditions of

obedience and conformity, reinforced by the police

organization, remained effective in controlling the

behavior of the population. The Emperor largely

escaped the criticism which was directed at other

leaders, and retained the people's faith in him. It

is probable that most Japanese would have pas-

sively faced death in a continuation of the hopeless

struggle, had the Emperor so ordered. When the

Emperor announced the unconditional surrender

the first reaction of the people was one of regret

and surprise, followed shortly by relief.

The interrelation of military, economic and mo-
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rale factors was complex. To a certain extent each

reacted on the other. In the final analysis the

Japanese military machine had lost its purpose

when it could no longer protect the Japanese peo-

ple from destruction by air attack. General Taka-

shima, when asked by the Survey as to his reaction

to the Imperial Kescript, stated that surrender had

become unavoidable ; the Army, even should it re-

pel invasion, could no longer protect the Japanese

people from extermination.

THE EFFECTS OF THE ATOMIC BOMBS

On 6 August and 9 August 1945, the first two

atomic bombs to be used for military purposes were

dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki respectively.

One hundred thousand people were killed, 6 square

miles or over 50 percent of the built-up areas of

the two cities were destroyed. The first and cru-

cial question about the atomic bomb thus was an-

swered practically and conclusively; atomic en-

ergy had been mastered for military purposes

and the overwhelming scale of its possibilities had

been demonstrated. A detailed examination of

the physical, economic, and morale effects of the

atomic bombs occupied the attention of a major

portion of the Survey's staff in Japan in order to

arrive at a more precise definition of the present

capabilities and limitations of this radically new

weapon of destruction.

Eyewitness accounts of the explosion all describe

similar pictures. The bombs exploded with a

tremendous flash of blue-white light, like a giant

magnesium flare. The flash was of short duration

and accompanied by intense glare and heat. It

was followed by a tremendous pressure wave and

the rumbling sound of the explosion. This sound

is not clearly recollected by those who survived

near the center of the explosion, although it was

clearly heard by others as much as fifteen miles

away. A huge snow-white cloud shot rapidly

into the sky and the scene on the ground was ob-

scured first by a bluish haze and then by a purple-

brown cloud of dust and smoke.

Such eyewitness accounts reveal the sequence of

events. At the time of the explosion, energy was

given off in the forms of light, heat, radiation, and
pressure. The complete band of radiations, from
X- and gamma-rays, through ultraviolet and light

rays to the radiant heat of infra-red rays, travelled

with the speed of light. The shock wave created

by the enormous pressures built up almost instan-

taneously at the point of explosion but moved out

more slowly, that is at about the speed of sound.

The superheated gases constituting the original

fire ball expanded outward and upward at a slower

rate.

The light and radiant heat rays accompanying

the flash travelled in a straight line and any opaque

object, even a single leaf of a vine, shielded objects

lying behind it. The duration of the flash was
only a fraction of a second, but it was sufficiently

intense to cause third degree burns to exposed hu-

man skin up to a distance of a mile. Clothing

ignited, though it could be quickly beaten out,

telephone poles charred, thatchroofed houses

caught fire. Black or other dark-colored surfaces

of combustible material absorbed the heat and
immediately charred or burst into flames ; white or

light-colored surfaces reflected a substantial por-

tion of the rays and were not consumed. The
heavy black clay tiles which are an almost uni-

versal feature of the roofs of Japanese houses

bubbled at distances up to a mile. Test of samples

of this tile by the National Bureau of Standards in

Washington indicates that temperatures in excess

of 1,800° C. must have been generated in the sur-

face of the tile to produce such an effect. The
surfaces of granite blocks exposed to the flash

scarred and spalled at distances up to almost a

mile. In the immediate area of ground zero (the

point on the ground immediately below the ex-

plosion)
, the heat charred corpses beyond recogni-

tion.

Penetrating rays such as gamma-rays exposed

X-ray films stored in the basement of a concrete

hospital almost a mile from ground zero. Symp-
toms of their effect on human beings close to the

center of the explosion, who survived other effects

thereof, were generally delayed for two or three

days. The bone marrow and as a result the process

of blood formation were affected. The white cor-

puscle count went down and the human processes

of resisting infection were destroyed. Death gen-

erally followed shortly thereafter.

The majority of radiation cases who were at

greater distances did not show severe symptoms
until 1 to 4 weeks after the explosion. The first

symptoms were loss of appetite, lassitude and

general discomfort. Within 12 to 48 hours, fever

became evident in many cases, going as high as

104° to 105° F., which in fatal cases continued un-

til death. If the fever subsided, the patient usually
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showed a rapid disappearance of other symptoms
and soon regained his feeling of good health.

Other symptoms were loss of white blood cor-

puscles, loss of hair, and decrease in sperm count.

Even though rays of this nature have great

powers of penetration, intervening substances fil-

ter out portions of them. As the weight of the

intervening material increases the percentage of

the rays penetrating goes down. It appears that

a few feet of concrete, or a somewhat greater thick-

ness of earth, furnished sufficient protection to

humans, even those close to ground zero, to prevent

serious after effects from radiation.

The blast wave which followed the flash was of

sufficient force to press in the roofs of reinforced-

concrete structures and to flatten completely all

less sturdy structures. Due to the height of the

explosion, the peak pressure of the wave at ground

zero was no higher than that produced by a near-

miss of a high-explosive bomb, and decreased at

greater distances from ground zero. Reflection

and shielding by intervening hills and structures

produced some unevenness in the pattern. The
blast wave, however, was of far greater extent and
duration than that of a high-explosive bomb and
most reinforced-concrete structures suffered struc-

tural damage or collapse up to 700 feet at Hiro-

shima and 2,000 feet at Nagasaki. Brick buildings

were flattened up to 7,300 feet at Hiroshima and
8,500 feet at Nagasaki. Typical Japanese houses

of wood construction suffered total coUapse up to

approximately 7,300 feet at Hiroshima and 8,200

feet at Nagasaki. Beyond these distances struc-

tures received less serious damage to roofs, wall

partitions, and the like. Glass windows were
blown out at distances up to 5 miles. The blast

wave, being of longer duration than that caused

by high-explosive detonations, was accompanied

by more flying debris. Window frames, doors,

and partitions which would have been shaken

down by a near-miss of a high-explosive bomb were
hurled at high velocity through those buildings

which did not collapse. Machine tools and most
other production equipment in industrial plants

were not directly damaged by the blast wave, but

were damaged by collapsing buildings or ensuing

general fires.

The above description mentions all the cate-

gories of the destructive action by the atomic-bomb
explosions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. There
were no other types of action. Nothing was va-

porized or disintegrated; vegetation is growing

again immediately under the center of the explo-

sions ; there are no indications that radio-activity

continued after the explosion to a sufficient degree

to harm human beings.

Let us consider, however, the effect of these vari-

ous types of destructive action on the cities of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki and their inhabitants.

Hiroshima is built on a broad river delta ; it is

flat and little above sea level. The total city area

is 26 square miles but only 7 square miles at the

center were densely built up. The principal in-

dustries, which had been greatly expanded during

the war, were located on the periphery of the city.

The population of the city had been reduced from
approximately 340,000 to 245,000 as a result of a

civilian defense evacuation program. The explo-

sion caught the city by surprise. An alert had been

sounded but in view of the small number of planes

the all-clear had been given. Consequently, the

population had not taken shelter. The bomb ex-

ploded a little northwest of the center of the built-

up area. Everyone who was out in the open and
was exposed to the initial flash suffered serious

burns where not protected by clothing. Over 4

square miles in the center of the city were flattened

to the ground with the exception of some 50 rein-

forced concrete buildings, most of which were in-

ternally gutted and many of which suffered struc-

tural damage. Most of the people in the flattened

area were crushed or pinned down by the collapsing

buildings or flying debris. Shortly thereafter, nu-

merous fires started, a few from the direct heat of

the flash, but most from overturned charcoal cook-

ing stoves or other secondary causes. These fires

grew in size, merging into a general conflagration

fanned by a wind sucked into the center of the city

by the rising heat. The civilian-defense organiza-

tion was overwhelmed by the completeness of the

destruction, and the spread of fire was halted more

by the air rushing toward the center of the con-

flagration than by efforts of the fire-fighting or-

ganization.

Approximately 60,000 to 70,000 people were

killed, and 50,000 were injured. Of approximately

90,000 buildings in the city, 65,000 were rendered

unusable and almost all the remainder received

at least light superficial damage. The under-

ground utilities of the city were undamaged except

where they crossed bridges over the rivers cutting

through the city. All of the small factories in the
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center of the city were destroyed. However, the

big plants on the periphery of the city were almost

completely undamaged and 94 percent of their

workers unhurt. These factories accounted for 74

percent of the industrial production of the city.

It is estimated that they could have resumed sub-

stantially normal production within 30 days of the

bombing, had the war continued. The railroads

running through the city were repaired for the re-

sumption of through traffic on 8 August, 2 days

after the attack.

Nagasaki was a highly congested city built

around the harbor and up into the ravines and
river valleys of the surrounding hills. Spurs of

these hiUs coming down close to the head of the

bay divide the city roughly into two basins. The
built-up area was 3.4 square miles of which 0.6

square miles was given over to industry. The peak
wartime population of 285,000 had been reduced

to around 230,00 by August 1945, largely by pre-

raid evacuations. Nagasaki had been attacked

sporadically prior to 9 August by an aggregate of

136 planes which dropped 270 tons of high explo-

sives and 53 tons of incendiary bombs. Some 2

percent of the residential buildings had been de-

stroyed or badly damaged ; three of the large in-

dustrial plants had received scattered damage.
The city was thus comparatively intact at the time

of the atomic bombing.

The alarm was improperly given and therefore

few persons were in shelters. The bomb exploded

over the northwest portion of the city ; the inter-

vening hills protected a major portion of the city

lying in the adjoining valley. The heat radiation

and blast actions of the Nagasaki bomb were more
intense than those of the bomb dropped over Hiro-
shima. Reinforced-concrete structures were struc-

turally damaged at greater distances; the heavy
steel-frame industrial buildings of the Mitsubishi

steel works and the arms plant were pushed at

crazy angles away from the center of the explosion.

Contrary to the situation at Hiroshima, the ma-
jority of the fires that started immediately after

the explosion resulted from direct ignition by the

flash.

Approximately 40,000 persons were killed or

missing and a like number injured. Of the 52,000

residential buildings in Nagasaki 14,000 were to-

tally destroyed and a further 5,400 badly damaged.
Ninety-six percent of the industrial output of

Nagasaki was concentrated in the large plants of

the Mitsubishi Co. which completely dominated

the town. The arms plant and the steel works were

located within the area of primary damage. It is

estimated that 58 percent of the yen value of the

arms plant and 78 percent of the value of the steel

works were destroyed. The main plant of the

Mitsubishi electric works was on the periphery of

the area of greatest destruction. Approximately

25 percent of its value was destroyed. The dock-

yard, the largest industrial establisliment in Na-

gasaki and one of the three plants previously dam-
aged by high-explosive bombs, was located down
the bay from the explosion. It suffered virtually

no new damage. The Mitsubishi plants were all

operating, prior to the attack, at a fraction of

their capacity because of a shortage of raw ma-
terials. Had the war continued, and had the raw
material situation been such as to warrant their

restoration, it is estimated that the dockyard

could have been in a position to produce at 80 per-

cent of its full capacity within 3 to 4 months ; that

the steel works would have required a year to get

into substantial production ; that the electric works

could have resumed some production within 2

months and been back at capacity within 6 months

;

and that restoration of the arms plant to 60 to 70

percent of former capacity would have required

15 months.

Some 400 persons were in the tunnel shelters in

Nagasaki at the time of the explosion. The shel-

ters consisted of rough tunnels dug horizontally

into the sides of hills with crude, earth-filled blast

walls protecting the entrances. The blast walls

were blown in but all the occupants back from
the entrances survived, even in those tunnels al-

most directly under the explosion. Those not in

a direct line with the entrance were uninjured.

The tunnels had a capacity of roughly 100,000

persons. Had the proper alarm been sounded, and

these tunnel shelters been filled to capacity, the

loss of life in Nagasaki would have been substan-

tially lower.

The Survey has estimated that the damage and

casualties caused at Hiroshima by the one atomic

bomb dropped from a single plane would have

required 220 B-29s carrying 1,200 tons of incen-

diary bombs, 400 tons of high-explosive bombs,

and 500 tons of anti-personnel fragmentation

bombs, if conventional weapons, rather than an

atomic bomb, had been used. One hundred and

twenty-five B-29s carrying 1,200 tons of bombs
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would have been required to approximate the dam-

age and casualties at Nagasaki. This estimate pre-

supposed bombing under conditions similar to

those existing when the atomic bombs were

dropped and bombing accuracy equal to the aver-

age attained by the Twentieth Air Force during

the last 3 months of the war.

As might be expected, the primary reaction of

the populace to the bomb was fear, uncontrolled

terror, strengthened by the sheer horror of the

destruction and suffering witnessed and experi-

enced by the survivors. Prior to the dropping of

the atomic bombs, the people of the two cities

had fewer misgivings about the war than people

in other cities and their morale held up after it

better than might have been expected. Twenty-

nine percent of the survivors interrogated indi-

cated that after the atomic bomb was dropped they

were convinced that victory for Japan was im-

possible. Twenty-four percent stated that because

of the bomb they felt personally unable to carry

on with the war. Some 40 percent testified to

various degrees of defeatism. A greater number

(24 percent) expressed themselves as being im-

pressed with the power and scientific skill which

underlay the discovery and production of the

atomic bomb than expressed anger at its use (20

percent) . In many instances, the reaction was one

of resignation.

The effect of the atomic bomb on the confidence

of the Japanese civilian population outside the

two cities was more restricted. This was in part

due to the effect of distance, lack of understanding

of the nature of atomic energy, and the impact of

other demoralizing experiences. The role of the

atomic bomb in the surrender must be considered

along with all the other forces which bore upon
that question with Japan.

JAPAN'S STRUGGLE TO END THE WAR
Japan's governmental structure was such that

in practice the Emperor merely approved the de-

cisions of his advisers. A consensus among the

oligarchy of ruling factions at the top was re-

quired before any major question of national

policy could be decided. These factions, each of

which had a different point of view, included the

group around the Emperor of whom Marquis
Kido, the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, was the

most important, the ex-premiers constituting the

Jushin or body of senior statesmen, and the cab-

inet. The Array and Navy named their own cab-

inet ministers, who, together with the two chiefs

of staff, had direct access to the Emperor. The
cabinet could perpetuate itself only so long as it

was able to absorb or modify the views of the

Army and Navy ministers, who, until the end,

were strongly influenced by the fanaticism of the

Army officers and many "of the younger Navy
officers. The ruling oligarchy considered the

opinions of the Japanese people as only one

among the many factors to be taken into consid-

eration in determining national policy and in no
sense as controlling.

The first definitive break in the political coali-

tion which began the war occurred following our

success at Saipan. Ten days thereafter, on 16

July 1944, the cabinet headed by General Tojo

fell. This significant turn in the course of Japan's

wartime politics was not merely the result of an

immediate crisis. Even at that date, elements op-

posing continuation of the war had found means

of applying pressure against the fanatic exponents

of Japan's militaristic clique. The original fac-

tions who had either opposed war before Pearl

Harbor, or gone along, or "retired" in the first

phase of the conflict recognized as early as the

spring of 1944 that Japan was facing ultimate de-

feat. By that time, United States determination

to fight and her ability to mount over-powering

offensives in the Pacific, even before the opening

of the European Second Front, had already been

demonstrated to many of those who had access to

all the facts. The political problem of those who
saw the situation was to circulate among other

leaders in retirement or outside the government

a true picture of the war and then unseat the Tojo
government in favor of one which would bring

the war to an end.

Rear Admiral Takagi of the Navy General

Staff made a study between 20 September 1943

and February 1944, of the war's battle lessons

up to that time. Based on analysis of air, fleet

and merchant ship losses, Japan's inability to

import essential materials for production, and the

potentiality of air attacks on the home islands.,

Takagi concluded that Japan could not win and

should seek a compi-omise peace. His study and

a similar one made by Sakomizu of the Cabinet

Planning Board documented the fears of the Ju-

shin, and through them of Marquis Kido, that

all was not well with Tojo's prosecution of the
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war. With the loss of Saipan, it was possible to

build up sufficient pressure to force Tojo's retire-

ment.

The government of General Koiso, who was

•chosen by the ever-cautious Kido to head the suc-

ceeding cabinet, did not have the strength to stand

up to the military and was a disappointment to

the more enthusiastic peace makers. In spite of

original instructions to give "fundamental recon-

sideration" to the problem of continuing the war,

his only accomplishment in that direction was the

creation of a Supreme War Direction Council, an

inner cabinet which supplied the mechanism

through which the problem of surrender was even-

tually resolved.

The conviction and strength of the peace party

was increased by the continuing Japanese military

defeats, and by Japan's helplessness in defending

itself against the ever-growing weight of air at-

tack on the home islands. On 7 April 1945, less

than a week after United States landings on Oki-

nawa, Koiso was removed and Marquis Kido in-

stalled Admiral Suzuki as premier. Kido testified

to the Survey that, in his opinion, Suzuki alone

had the deep conviction and personal courage to

stand up to the military and bring the war to an

end.

Early in May 1945, the Supreme War Direction

Council began active discussion of ways and means

to end the war, and talks were initiated with So-

viet Russia seeking her intercession as mediator.

The talks by the Japanese ambassador in Mos-

cow and with the Soviet ambassador in Tokyo did

not make progress. On 20 June the Emperor, on

his own initiative, called the six members of the

Supreme War Direction Council to a conference

and said it was necessary to have a plan to close

the war at once, as well as a plan to defend the

home islands. The timing of the Potsdam Con-

ference interfered with a plan to send Prince Ko-
noye to Moscow as a special emissary with in-

structions from the cabinet to negotiate for peace

on terms less than unconditional surrender, but

with private instructions from the Emperor to se-

cure peace at any price. Although the Supreme
War Direction Council, in its deliberations on the

Potsdam Declaration, was agreed on the advisa-

bility of ending the war, three of its members,

the Prime Minister, the Foreign Minister and the

Navy Minister, were prepared to accept uncondi-

tional surrender, while the other three, the Army
Minister, and the Chiefs of Staff of both services,

favored continued resistance unless certain miti-

gating conditions were obtained.

On 6 August the atomic bomb was dropped on

Hiroshima, and on 9 August Russia entered the

war. In the succeeding meetings of the Supreme

War Direction Council, the differences of opinion

previously existing as to the Potsdam terms per-

sisted exactly as before. By using the urgency

brought about through fear of further atomic

bombing attacks, the Prime Minister found it pos-

sible to bring the Emperor directly into the dis-

cussions of the Potsdam terms. Hirohito, acting

as arbiter, resolved the conflict in favor of uncondi-

tional surrender.

The public admission of defeat by the responsi-

ble Japanese leaders, which constituted the politi-

cal objective of the United States offensive begun

in 1943, was thus secured prior to invasion and

while Japan was still possessed of some 2,000,000

troops and over 9,000 planes in the home islands.

Military defeats in the air, at sea and on the land,

destruction of shipping by submarines and by air,

and direct air attack with conventional as well as

atomic bombs, all contributed to this accomplish-

ment.

There is little point in attempting precisely to

impute Japan's unconditional surrender to any one

of the numerous causes which jointly and cumula-

tively were responsible for Japan's disaster. The
time lapse between military impotence and politi-

cal acceptance of the inevitable might have been

shorter had the political structure of Japan per-

mitted a more rapid and decisive determination of

national policies. Nevertheless, it seems clear

that, even without the atomic bombing attacks, air

supremacy over Japan could have exerted suffi-

cient pressure to bring about unconditional sur-

render and obviate the need for invasion.

Based on a detailed investigation of all the facts,

and supported by the testimony of the surviving

Japanese leaders involved, it is the Survey's opin-

ion that certainly prior to 31 December 1945, and

in all probability prior to 1 November 1945, Japan

would have surrendered even if the atomic bombs

had not been dropped, even if Russia had not en-

tered the war, and even if no invasion had been

planned or contemplated.
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CONCLUSION

The foregoing pages tell of the results achieved

by air power in each of its several roles in the war

in the Pacific, including the effects of the atomic

bombs. The Survey has already reported on the

results achieved by air power in the European war.

It remains to seek out the degree to which the

Pacific study modifies, adds to or supports the

signposts to the future which were suggested by

the European study; to state the extent to which

hindsight suggests that air power might have been

differently or better employed in the Pacific; to

discuss the impact of the existence of atomic bombs
on the role of air power ; and to state the Survey's

recommendations. First, however, it is necessary

to point out some of the unique features of the

Pacific war which must be borne in mind while con-

sidering lessons to be learned from it.

Uniqueness of Pacific War
The Pacific war was unique in many respects, as

was the European war, and great reservation

should be used in assuming that what was effective

or not effective under those circumstances would be

similarly effective at other times and under differ-

ent circumstances. Japan's initial war strategy

called for a war of limited objectives. Her capa-

bilities did not permit an attack on our basic sup-

porting strength. She was, however, a fanatically

determined enemy, well prepared initially, and the

fighting quality of her soldiers, seamen and airmen

should not be underestimated.

Japan's geographical situation determined that

the Pacific war should in large measure be a war
for control of the sea and to insure control of the

sea, for control of the air over it. As a result, at-

tacks against warships and merchant ships and
amphibious operations for possession of island po-

sitions on which forward bases could be located

were close to the heart of the struggle. Carrier

task forces, surface ships to provide logistic sup-

port, and submarines therefore assumed roles of

unusual importance.

Japan's industrial potential was approximately

10 percent of that of the United States. Even
though her research and technical design work
was not purely imitative, her ability to develop

reliable operating equipment in the new fields was
low. Her radar and communications equipment
was weak. She could not build sufficient ships or

escort vessels. She lacked construction equipment

to build adequate airfields. She was always

hampered by a lack of oil. Her antiaircraft was
outmoded. She could not economically afford to

build adequate shelters for her population. She
could not both disperse her industry and also re-

pair damaged plants. She chose dispersal rather

than repair, but she had insufficient means even
to disperse effectively.

Signposts

Not only the uniqueness of the Pacific war but

new developments in weapons and tactics make
it impossible to assert that signposts to the future

derived from the Pacific war will apply with

equal force to other situations. The Survey be-

lieves, however, that the following signposts as to

the role of air power should be given thorough

consideration by those working out the solutions

to new problems arising under differing condi-

tions.

1. Control of the air was essential to the success

of every major military operation. Control of

the air enabled surface vessels to sail the seas as

far as that control extended, even within range

of enemy land-based airplanes. Control of the air

permitted amphibious landings at any point where

that control could be assured. Control of the air

permitted close air support to ground forces, the

effectiveness of which was decisive wherever fully

employed. Control of the air over lines of com-

munications permitted effective interdiction of

them to the enemy and preserved them to our-

selves. Control of the air over the Japanese home
islands permitted the destruction by long-range

bombing of such of her industries and cities as we
chose to attack. The first objective of all com-

manders in the Pacific war, whether ground, sea

or air, whether American, Allied, or Japanese, was

to assure control of the air.

2. Control of the air was not easily achieved,

and involved the coordinated application of all the

resources of the nation. Air power consisted not

merely of the planes and pilots that engaged the

enemy, but of all the sources of strength that sup-

ported, reinforced and exploited control of the

air. It was coordinated teamplay of ground, sea

and air forces, both ground-based and carrier-

based, and their supporting services, backed up by

the full effort of all phases of the home front that

enabled us to secure control of the air, at first lo-

cally and then more generally, culminating in
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virtual freedom of the skies over the Japanese

home islands themselves.

3. The limitations of air control deserve special

mention. It was never completely possible to deny

the air to the enemy. It was considered that we
had control of the air when the enemy could not

operate in it without prohibitive losses in relation

to results achieved, while our own planes could

operate in it at will and with acceptable risk of loss.

The Japanese increased their ratio of results

achieved to losses by adopting Kamikaze tactics.

This was a measure of desperation, but the results

obtained were considerable and, had they been

much greater, might have caused us to withdraw or

to modify our strategic plans. The principle in-

volved indicates the degree to which defensive air

control must be improved or enemy bases kept

beyond the range of enemy suicide planes or guided

missiles from such land or sea as we propose to

use.

4. Given air control, there were also limitations

as to the specific results which could be achieved

in exploiting such control by aircraft carrying

conventional high-explosive bombs. Fox holes,

underground emplacements and other prepared de-

fenses could not in many cases be reduced, and it

was necessary to eliminate remaining ground

forces in costly close-range fighting even though

these forces were isolated and completely cut off

from supplies and reinforcements.

Weather and davkness limited exploitation of

air control, but as the war progressed technical and

tactical advances were made which progressively

reduced these limitations.

Combat radius of fighters and time on patrol at

maximum radius, although great by previously

existing standards, required that airfields or car-

riers be available within 300 nautical miles or less

of the critical areas of surface combat for optimum
fighter cover. The effective radius of our longest

range bombers was limited to 1,500 miles and bases

still closer to Japan were considered essential for

emergency landing and fighter support.

The importance of reducing these limitations of

control of the air and its exploitation by the ap-

plication of research and development work in

postwar years is obvious.

5. Tlie experience of the Pacific war supports

the findings of the Survey in Europe that heavy,

sustained and accurate attack against carefully

selected targets is required to produce decisive re-

sults when attacking an enemy's sustaining re-

sources. It further supports the findings in Ger-

many that no nation can long survive the free

exploitation of air weapons over its homeland.

For the future it is important fully to grasp the

fact that enemy planes enjoying control of the

sky over one's head can be as disastrous to one's

country as its occupation by physical invasion.

Hindsight

Hindsight inevitably suggests that in some re-

spects air power might have been differently or

better employed.

Prior to the European war, we underestimated

the predominant role that air power was to play

and allocated to it too small a share of even the

inadequate resources then available to the Army
and Navy. At the outbreak of the Pacific war,

our deficiency was particularly great in modem
land-based fighters and in carriers. One thousand

planes in the Philippines, at least equal in per-

formance to the best then available to the Japa-

nese, including types effective against shipping,

well-manned, equipped and supplied, and dis-

persed on some 50 airfields, would have seriously

impeded the original Japanese advance if knowl-

edge of their existence had not entirely dissuaded

the Japanese from making the attempt. The loss

of relatively antiquated battleships at Pearl Har-

bor had little effect on the Navy's combat capa-

bilities at that time, while the addition of a few

carriers would have enormously increased its

capabilities. Larger overall appropriations to the

armed forces, beginning at the time of Japanese

occupation of Manchuria when the threat to peace

in the Far East became evident, might have made
war unnecessary and would have paid for itself

many times over in reduced casualties and ex-

penditures had war still been unavoidable.

Upon entering the war, we were deficient not

only in numbers, but in quality of many of our

aircraft types. We were forced thereafter into

hasty and costly modification and technical de-

velopment programs to raise the performance of

our aircraft to acceptable standards. These pro-

grams could have been conducted more efficiently

and economically during prewar years.

In the actual conduct of the war we more

quickly grasped the strategic revolution brought

about by the capabilities of air power than did

the Japanese. By the end of 1943 we had achieved
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through combat and the augmentation of our

forces, such clear cut superiority over the Japan-

ese in all elements of air power that eventual vic-

tory was assured.

In exploiting this superiority greater economy
of effort was possible. The structure of our pre-

war military organization provided no means,

short of the President, for integrating our armed
forces. Under the pressure of war the Joint Chiefs

of Staff was the most decisive mechanism then pos-

sible to fill this gap. Each of its members had in

effect the power of veto and the required una-

nimity was produced by compromise. It proved

impossible to agree on an overall commander for

the Pacific as a whole. Our military and economic

strength, however, made it possible to plan and

execute a dual line of advance across the Pacific

and to mount an air attack of sufficient weight to

induce unconditional surrender concurrently with

the preparation of a full scale invasion.

Capture of the Gilbert Islands produced limited

strategic results. Attacks on Rabaul and other

bypassed positions were continued longer and in

greater volume than required. The effectiveness

of high-level attack in softening up prepared de-

fenses and in sinking maneuvering ships was
overestimated. Prior to the occupation of the

Marianas, B-29s could have been more effectively

used in coordination with submarines for search,

low-level attacks and mining in accelerating the

destruction of Japanese shipping, or in destroying

oil and metal plants in the southern areas, than in

striking the Japanese "Inner Zone" from China
bases.

In the final assault on the Japanese home
islands we were handicapped by a lack of prewar
economic intelligence. Greater economy of effort

could have been attained, and much duplicative

effort avoided, by extending and accelerating the

strangulation of the Japanese economy already

taking place as a result of prior attacks on ship-

ping. This could have been done by an earlier

commencement of the aerial mining program, con-

centration of carrier plane attacks in the last

months of the war on Japan's remaining merchant
shipping rather than on her already immobilized

warships, and a coordinated B-29 and carrier at-

tack on Japan's vulnerable railroad system begin-

ning in April 1945'.

We underestimated the ability of our air attack

oh Japan's home islands, coupled as it was with

blockade and previous military defeats, to achieve

unconditional surrender without invasion. By
July 1945, the weight of our air attack had as yet

reached only a fraction of its planned proportion,

Japan's industrial potential had been fatally re-

duced, her civilian population had lost its con-

fidence in victory and was approaching the limit

of its endurance, and her leaders, convinced of the

inevitability of defeat, were preparing to accept

surrender. The only remaining problem was the

timing and terms of that surrender.

Having entered the war inadequately prepared,

we continued all-out mobilization of all resources

to bring ever increasing pressure on Japan, beyond
the time when this was still reasonably required.

The Impact of Atomic Bombs on the Role of Air

Power

Does the existence of atomic bombs invalidate

all conclusions relative to air power based on pre-

atomic experience? It is the Survey's opinion

that many of the pre-existing yardsticks are revo-

lutionized, but that certain of the more basic

principles and relationships remain. The atomic

bomb, in its present state of development, raises

the destructive power of a single bomber by a fac-

tor of somewhere between 50 and 250 times, de-

pending upon the nature and size of the target.

The capacity to destroy, given control of the air

and an adequate supply of atomic bombs, is beyond

question. Unless both of these conditions are met,

however, any attempt to produce war-decisive re-

sults through atomic bombing may encounter prob-

lems similar to those encountered in conventional

bombing.

The problem of control of the air, primarily of

our own air, and should we be attacked, of the

enemy's air as well, becomes of even greater signifi-

cance. The most intense effort must be devoted

to perfecting defensive air control both by day and

night, through the improvement of early warning

and fighter control apparatus, anti-aircraft ord-

nance and defensive fighters, not only from the

standpoint of technological improvement and vol-

ume, but also of disposition and tactics. It would

be rash, however, to predict an increase in the

effectiveness of defensive control sufficient to insure

that not a single enemy plane or guided missile

will be able to penetrate. It therefore behooves

us to accept the possibility that at least a small
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number of enemy planes or guided missiles may
be able to evade all our defenses and to attack

any objective within range.

The threat of immediate retaliation with a strik-

ing force of our own should deter any aggressor

from attacking.

If we are not to be overwhelmed out of hand,

in the event we are nevertheless attacked, we must
reduce materially our vulnerability to such attack.

The experience of both the Pacific and European
wars emphasizes the extent to which civilian and
other forms of passive defense can reduce a

country's vulnerability to air attack. Civilian

injuries and fatalities can be reduced, by presently

known techniques, to one-twentieth or less of the

casualties which would be suffered were these tech-

niques not employed. This does not involve mov-
ing everything underground, but does involve a

progressive evacuation, dispersal, warning, air-

raid shelter, and postraid emergency assistance

program, the foundations for which can only be

laid in peacetime. The analysis of the effects of

the atomic bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki indi-

cates that the above statement is just as true and
much more terrifyingly significant in an age of

atomic bombs than it was in an age of conventional

weapons. Similarly, economic vulnerability can

be enormously decreased by a well worked out pro-

gram of stockpiles, dispersal and special construc-

tion of particularly significant segments of indus-

try. Such a program in the economic field can
also be worked out satisfactorily only in peacetime.

In the strictly military field the impact of

atomic weapons and guided missiles on strategy

and tactics can only be developed by military spe-

cialists. It is the Survey's opinion, however, that

mature study by such specialists will support the

conclusion that dispereal of military forces, and
therefore space and distance in which to effect such

dispersal, will be significant considerations; that

heavy bombers similar to those used in this war
will not be able to operate effectively and on a

sustained basis much beyond the range of protec-

tive fighters, and that newer types of offensive

weapons and new tactics must be developed to do
so ; that forward air bases will have to be defended
or more advanced bases acquired step by step in

actual combat; and that the basic principles of

war, when applied to include the field of the new
weapons, will be found to remain. If such be the

case, atomic weapons will not have eliminated the

need for ground troops, for surface vessels, for air

weapons, or for the full coordination among them,

the supporting services and the civilian effort, but

will have changed the context in which they are

employed to such a degree that radically changed
equipment, training and tactics will be required.

Recommendations

Over and above the numerous recommendations

scattered throughout preceding sections of this re-

port, of which the recommendation that we de-

velop protection for our civilian population and
for our economy is one of the most important, the

Survey has been impressed with the need for con-

crete and prompt action to encourage adequate re-

search and development ; to assure adequate intelli-

gence during peacetime ; to integrate our military

establishments; and to increase the national ap-

preciation of the necessity for continued strength

of the United States as a force for peace.

Research and development.—The "blitzkrieg'*

technique is of enormous danger. This conclusion^

derived initially from the European war, is

strongly supported by the Japanese experience. A
mobilized and well-trained striking force enjoying

a certain technical superiority can overwhelm in

short order the forces of a country of far greater

basic long-term strength. In the opening phases

of the Pacific war the Japanese were able to over-

run 130,000,000 people and an area of enormous

strategic importance in the space of a few months.

This was true in spite of the fact that from the

time of the Munich conference in 1938 we had been

on notice that aggression against the peace of the

world was possible and that the intervening years

and the experience of our Allies had been invalu-

able in permitting us to take the necessary steps to

revise our strategic concepts, to apply our advanced

scientific and development resources to the im-

provement of our weapons, and to begin our indus-

trial and military mobilization. The distances of

the Pacific fortunately gave us space, and therefore

time, in which to absorb the initial blow while our

increasing strength and Japan's increasing logistic

problems reversed the initial disadvantages facing

our advanced forces.

Science has increased tremendously the destruc-

tive capability of modern weapons and promises

further developments in the future. Given an ade-

quate supply of atomic bombs, the B-29s based in

the Marianas had sufficient strength to have ef-
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fectively destroyed in a single day every Japanese

city with a population in excess of 30,000 people.

In the future, national security will depend to a

large degree on technical superiority of weapons

and on operating and maintenance proficiency of

personnel. Peacetime military strategic planning

must be pointed to and supported by a vigorous

program of scientific research and development.

If the United States is not to be forced to hasty

and inadequate mobilization every time the threat

of aggression arises in the world, it is essential

that in the field of military weapons and tactics

she be technically not merely abreast of, but ac-

tually ahead of any potential aggressor. It is

not generally realized the degree to which basic

scientific research was neglected in the United
States during the course of the war in order to

concentrate on the belated development of the

specific weapons immediately required, nor the

degree to which we lagged behind Germany in ad-

vanced aerodynanycs, jet propulsion and the de-

velopment of guided missiles. In air armament
and torpedoes, even the Japanese were ahead of

us. One or two years' lag in either basic research

or in the development of reliable military applica-

tion of such research can only be made up with

difficulty, if at all. This type of work has become
so complex that expenditures for research and de-

velopment in the order of one billion dollars an-

nually may be required to assure an acceptable de-

gree of national security.

Intelligence.—At the start of the Pacific war
our strategic intelligence was highly inadequate,

and our overall war plans, insofar as they were
based on faulty information and faulty interpre-

tation of accurate information, were unrealistic.

After Pearl Harbor the obtaining and analysis of

economic and industrial information necessary to

the planning of an attack on Japan's sustaining

resources required several years of the most strenu-

ous effort and even then substantial gaps remained.

If a comparable lack of intelligence should exist

at the start of a future national emergency, it

might prove disastrous.

In the field of operational intelligence consid-

erable forward strides were made during the Pa-
cific war. The requirements in this field for a large

volume of minutely detailed and accurate work,
for complex analysis geared to rapidly changing
capabilities of forces and weapons, and for speed,

all place a heavy burden on training, competence

and organization. These requirements were not

fully met in the Pacific war ; the deficiency was at

times serious. This was in large measure traceable

to a prewar lack of trained and competent opera-

tional intelligence officers to provide an adequate

nucleus for an expanding organization.

The basis for adequate intelligence can only be

laid in peacetime. The solution to our problems

in this field appears in part to be the greater cen-

tralization to be provided by the National Intelli-

gence Authority, particularly in securing more ade-

quate coordination and dissemination. It appears

also to lie in close integration into the various oper-

ating organizations of appropriate intelligence

units, adequate budgets and personnel for intelli-

gence work, and a sufficient increase in the prestige

attached to such work to attract the highest quality

of personnel. This latter can only come from
increased training in intelligence and active ap-

preciation of its functions on the part of other

Army, Navy, and Government officials. The pres-

ent lack of recognized responsibility for intelli-

gence work by the various operating organiza-

tions and the present shortage of trained and com-

petent intelligence personnel give cause for alarm

and require correction.

Integration of our military establishments.—
Organizational deficiencies in the Japanese Gov-
ernment contributed to Japan's entering a disas-

trous war and subsequently contributed to the

absoluteness of her defeat. The form of her gov-

ernmental organization provided no means for

civilian control of the military or for obtaining

effective coordination between the Army and
Navy. Military policy was inconsistent with the

foreign policy of the cabinet, the Japanese Army
and Navy tending to make their own foreign pol-

icy in accordance with their individual aims, capa-

bilities and requirements. During the war, bureau-

cratic rivalry between her Army and Navy im-

peded coordinated strategic and tactical planning,

the proper employment of her air power, the de-

velopment of adequate logistics and the efficient

utilization of her economic resources. The ex-

istence of such joint or combined organizations as

the Supreme War Council, the Supreme War Di-

rection Council, the Board of Field Marshals and

Fleet Admirals, the Imperial General Headquar-

ters served mainly to hide the fact that real unity,

integration, and coordination were conspicuously

lacking.
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Even though the United States did not achieve

unity of command in the Pacific as a whole, each

theater commander used the air, ground and sea

forces assigned to him as an integrated or coor-

dinated team. Coordination and compromise

among theater commanders was largely achieved

in all major respects. Such lack of complete in-

tegration as existed was in a large measure trace-

able back through the structure of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff to the basic structure of our prewar mili-

tary organization.

The Congress of the United States is today con-

sidering legislation for the reorganization and in-

tegration of our military establishments. The

Survey is of the opinion that the prompt passage

of appropriate legislation is in the national inter-

est.

The lessons of the Pacific war strongly support

that form of organization which provides unity

of command, capable of clear and effective decision

at the top, strengthens civilian control and thus

provides closer integration of military policy with

foreign and domestic policy, and favors a high

degree of coordination in planning, intelligence,

and research and development. Such unity of

command should, however, decentralize adminis-

trative burdens and permit specialized training

and the free development of the component forces,

even at the risk of some duplication.

Within a department of common defense which
provides unity of command and is itself oriented

toward air and new weapons, the Survey be-

lieves that, in addition to the Army and the

Navy, there should be an equal and coordinate

position for a third establishment. To this estab-

lishment should be given primary responsibility

for passive and active defense against long range
attack on our cities, industries and other sustain-

ing resources ; for strategic attack, whether by air-

plane or guided missile ; and for all air units other

than carrier air and such land-based air units as

can be more effective as component parts of the

Army or Navy. The mission of such a new estab-

lishment would differ considerably from that of an
autonomous air force and would, in certain re-

spects, require additional and broader experience
than has heretofore been required by the Army
air forces alone.

Strength as a force for peace.—The Survey's

report on the European war stated that the great

lesson to be learned in the battered cities of Eng-

land and the ruined cities of Germany is that the

best way to win a war is to prevent it from occur-

ring. This is fully supported by the example of

the devastated cities of Japan and their unhappy

and hungry surviving inhabitants. The preven-

tion of war must be the ultimate end to which our

best efforts are devoted. It has been suggested,

and wisely so, that this objective is well served

by insuring the strength and the security of the

United States. The United States was foimded

and has since lived upon principles of tolerance,

freedom and good will at home and abroad.

Strength based on these principles is no threat

to world peace. Prevention of war will not be

furthered by neglect of strength or lack of fore-

sight or alertness on our part. Those who con-

template evil and aggression find encouragement

in such neglect. Hitler relied heavily upon it.

The Japanese would never have attacked Pearl

Harbor had they not correctly assessed the weak-

ness of our defenses in the Pacific and had they

not incorrectly assessed the fighting determination

of the United States when attacked.

Suggestions for assuring the military strength

and security of the United States are by no means

intended as a recommendation for a race in arms

with other nations; nor do they reflect a lack of

confidence in the prospect of international rela-

tionships founded upon mutual respect and good

will which will themselves be a guarantee against

future wars. The development of an intelligent

and coordinated approach to American security

can and should take place within the framework

of the security organization of the United Nations.

The United States as a member of the United

Nations has covenanted not to use force except in

defense of law as embodied in the purposes and

prinbiples of the United Nations' Charter. As one

of the great powers we must be prepared to act in

defense of law and to do our share in assuring that

other nations live up to their covenant.

The United States must have the will and the

strength to be a force for peace.
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